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ABSTRACT 

Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra is an exploration of my interest in rhythmic 

structure. The term “samsara” is defined as “the indefinitely repeated cycles of birth, 

misery, and death caused by karma.”1 I put the title after finished composing the piece to 

express cyclical rhythm and harmony. The ideas are derived from Okazaki’s Mirror and 

Lang’s cheating, lying, stealing. I also express my own aesthetic, that music should have 

a balance between catchiness and artistry. The difference between composition and 

improvisation is not only the latter’s spontaneity, but the former’s repeatable experience. 

If the key element of improvisation is the non-repeatable, one-time experience, 

composition should be a repeatable experience. This means that if a piece is not requested 

or cannot stand multiple experiences, it loses its value.  

The reason legendary classical and jazz composers are valuable is not only the 

quality of their compositions but also their popularity. There are numerous unknown or 

little-known great composers in each era. The difference between the legends and 

unknowns is their notoriety. Composers should not pursue only catchiness and popularity 

but should also consider the importance of those. I do not mean that catchiness and 

popularity is the most important factor in composition, but it is essential in the long 

historical viewpoint. I also focused only on musical activities and not on 

visual/entertainment components. I am not opposed to visual/ entertainment elements, but 

                                                
1 Merriam-Webster. “samsara.”,  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/samsara (accessed 
November 11, 2018). 
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I believe that visual gestures should be related to music and that music should be able to 

stand alone without the visual/entertainment aspect.  

Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra features compositional ideas based on the 

analyses of Okazaki and Langs’ compositions. Rhythmically, it focuses on cyclical 

structures, permutation, glitch, and stretch as well as odd groupings over common time. 

Harmonically, cyclical progressions and slash chord theory with a unique adaption of 

pentatonic, and unconventional scales are employed. 

This supporting paper contains: 1) analyses of Okazaki and Lang’s rhythmic 

concepts; 2) application of extracted ideas from these works to my own composition; 3) a 

discussion of the rehearsals, performance, and the recording/video shooting session; and 

4) final thoughts on the overall project and my moving forward as a composer and 

scholar. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction/Project Overview 

I firmly believe that creativity comes not only from what is taught in a traditional 

school setting, but also from one’s strong interests and their analysis, material to be 

internalized, as well as occasional inspiration. My philosophy is that analysis should 

extract the essence of each composer’s compositional theory to stimulate compositional 

creativity to produce new music. “Pierre Boulez introduced the concept of creative 

analysis (Boissière 2002) in the late 1980s suggesting that the aim of analysis should be 

the production of new pieces.”2 This concept of creative analysis is also discussed in the 

Creative Analysis of Boulez’s Structures. The Rubato Composer Music Software.3 

The beginning of this project was the class projects of MUS 5731, Jazz and 

Modernism, in spring 2016. It was a good chance to analyze deeply works by one of my 

favorite composers, Miles Okazaki. At the same time, I analyzed Italian serial composer 

Camillo Togni’s, Sonata for Flute and Piano Op. 35 for the MUS 5950-003, Topics in 

Music: Concert Music in Italy Since 1945. Those two analyses of contrasting works gave 

me profound insights into compositional constructions. Then, in summer 2016, when I 

chatted about various compositions ranging from classical music to pop music with my 

colleague Zack Pentecost, he introduced me David Lang’s cheating, lying, stealing. I 

knew Lang’s music because he is a favorite composer of percussionists, particularly his 

                                                
2 Yun-Kang Ahn, Carlos Agon, and Andreatta Moreno, Structures Ia Pour Deux Pianos by Boulez: 
Towards Creative Analysis Using OpenMusic and Rubato, (Mathematics and Computation in Music. MCM 
2007. Communications in Computer and Information Science, vol 37. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2009), 
p.412. DOI, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-04579-0_41 (accessed March 27, 2017). 
3 Guerino B Mazzola, and Florian Thalmann, Creative Analysis of Boulez’s Structures. In: The Rubato 
Composer Music Software. Computational Music Science. (Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, First Online 27 
March 2009). DOI, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-00148-2_18 (accessed March 27, 2017). 
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multiple percussion piece The Anvil Chorus and ensemble work The So-Called Laws Of 

Nature. But heretofore I did not know the cheating, lying, stealing. I was interested in 

analyzing this work, owing to its strong rhythmic structure, my biggest interest. At the 

same time, I started composing Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~ inspired by these 

analyses. I chose marimba quartet because I am familiar with percussion as a performer, 

so I could focus on compositional challenges beyond orchestration. Since I was planning 

to have a doctoral composition recital and recording session, the piece is the creative 

component of my doctoral thesis. The complete project is comprised of the 

abovementioned analyses, the composition Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~, and its 

analysis, and documentation of its rehearsals, recording session, and performances. 
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Chapter 2 : An Analysis of Album Mirror by Miles Okazaki 

Preface 

American jazz guitarist/composer and the University of Michigan professor, 

Miles Okazaki released the revolutionary debut album Mirror in 2006. He stated that “my 

goal in writing the music for this album was to offer the listener a selection of rhythmic 

compositions that attempt to imitate the blending of formal order and organic beauty of 

form found in nature.”4 All of the music in this album utilizes a particular rhythmic 

concept grounded in mathematics and architecture, along with a variety of musical styles 

including Brazilian popular music, Indian, Middle-Eastern, African, classical, and 

traditional contemporary jazz5. In this chapter, I analyze the first track “Theme I” and the 

fourth track “Howl,” which represent Okazaki’s compositional style at its best. These 

compositions exhibit how he utilizes rhythmic groupings, which sometimes show a 

mirror/symmetrical form over common meter as a metric structure, to unique effect. 

Since one part always keeps a repetitive rhythmic pattern expressing a common meter, 

the music is always polyrhythmic. “Howl” also features metric modulations from 4/4 to 

12/8 to 4/4. He adapts interesting melodic and harmonic structures on top of rhythmic 

structures, including palindromes, pentatonic modes over augmented chord progressions, 

slash chords, and a twelve-tone row.  

 

                                                
4 Miles Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, (Self-Produced, 2006), paragraph 2. 
http://www.milesokazaki.com/albums/mirror-2006/ (accessed March 27, 2017). 
5 Daniel Lehner, “Miles Okazaki: Cleaning the Mirror,” (all about jazz, Published: August 28, 2012), page 
1, Paragraph 4. http://www.allaboutjazz.com/miles-okazaki-cleaning-the-mirror-miles-okazaki-by-daniel-
lehner.php (accessed March 27, 2017). 
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Introduction 

From the late 19th century, composers/performers have tried to find a new way of 

musical expression in both jazz and classical worlds. Some have combined pre-existing 

styles with new ideas or ideas from ethnic music. Others, such as Schoenberg, Elliot 

Carter, and John Cage, have experimented to discover new concepts of harmony, rhythm, 

and timbre. These innovations culminated in either free jazz or serial music, since 

subsequent musical idioms, such as minimalism and neo-Romanticism, are more a 

mixture of a variety of musical styles. 

Because the concept of harmony is maximally expanded in both free jazz and 

serial music, there is only little space for experimentation Thus, contemporary composers 

focus more on rhythm and timbre. American jazz guitarist/composer, Miles Okazaki 

released the revolutionary debut album Mirror in 2006, in which “my goal in writing the 

music for this album was to offer the listener a selection of rhythmic compositions that 

attempt to imitate the blending of formal order and organic beauty of form found in 

nature.”6 In this chapter, I will provide the analysis of “Theme I” and “Howl” from album 

Mirror to show how he utilizes the mirror concept in rhythm and harmony structurally to 

create a unique sound. 

Miles Okazaki is an American musician based in New York City. His main focus 

is on rhythmic concepts for improvisation, composition, and music theory. His approach 

to the guitar is described by the New York Times as “utterly contemporary, free from the 

                                                
6 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, paragraph 2. 
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expectations of what it means to play a guitar in a group setting — not just in jazz, but 

any kind.”7  

Okazaki was born in 1974 and grew up in an artistic family. His mother was a 

painter and his father was a photography professor at Washington State University.8 He 

started playing classical guitar at age 7 and was gigging regularly on electric guitar by 

age 14.9 He had attended several jazz workshops but never officially trained on that 

instrument before enrolling in the Manhattan School of Music, New York, obtaining his 

Master’s degree in 1997. While he was earning his bachelor’s degree at the Harvard 

University, “he was interested in math and physics.”10 After he finished his studies at the 

Julliard, Okazaki spent four years on the road with vocalist Jane Monheit, while 

composing and rehearsing the music for his first album.11 He placed second in the 

Thelonious Monk International Guitar Competition in 2005.12  

Okazaki currently teaches guitar at the University of Michigan since 2013. He 

released his first book, Fundamentals of Guitar, in 2015.13 He has studied a wide variety 

styles of music, including traditional/contemporary jazz, classical music, North and South 

Indian, African, Middle Eastern and Brazilian music. This is illustrated in his albums, 

each loosely tied to a musical concept: Mirror (2006) as a story of rhythm; Generations 

                                                
7 Miles Okazaki, web “Miles Okazaki: Bio (full),” paragraph 1. http://www.milesokazaki.com/bio-full/ 
(accessed March 27, 2017). 
8 Miles Okazaki, web “Miles Okazaki: Bio 2,” quoted in Wikipedia, “Mils Okazaki,” last edited on 1 
August 2018. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_Okazaki quoted in “Miles Okazaki, Bio,” paragraph 1. 
https://web.archive.org/web/20070517072021/http://www.milesokazaki.com/bio2.html 
9 Okazaki, web “Miles Okazaki: Bio (full),” paragraph 2. 
10 Lehner, interview by author “Miles Okazaki: Cleaning the Mirror,” page 2, paragraph 6, 8, & 9.  
11 Okazaki, web “Miles Okazaki: Bio (full),” paragraph 3. 
12 Okazaki, web “Miles Okazaki: Bio (full),” paragraph 2.  
13 Okazaki, web “Miles Okazaki: Bio (full),” paragraph 5.  
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(2009) as a story of harmony; and Figurations (2012) as a story of melody.14 Okazaki 

also released the album Trickster in March 2017. 

 
2.1 An Analysis of “Theme I” 

2.1.1 Rhythmic Analysis of “Theme I” 

According to Okazaki, “All of the music is pretty rhythmic. The question is 

whether the rhythm is focused on rhythm or if the rhythm is more focused on some other 

element. Rhythm is my primary preoccupation.”15 In addition, Mirror draws sonic and 

technical inspiration from Brazilian popular music, Indian classical and bebop, as well as 

mathematics and architecture.16 Mirror, which features fifteen compositions, is a large-

scale structure of three “suites,” each beginning with a version of the “theme” and 

progressing through four more compositions that relate to that theme.17  

Mirror starts with “Theme I,” which shares a strong similarity with “Theme II” 

and “Theme III.” After the count-off (1,2,3,4 in various languages, featuring Izabella 

Okazaki, age 4)18, an accompaniment by guitar and bass drum is introduced. The bass 

drum keeps quarter notes throughout the work, while accompaniment by guitar, bass 

clarinet 1, and bass clarinet 2 are added with each repetition. Even though the metric 

cycle is written in four measures of 4/4, the rhythm pattern of these accompaniment parts 

consists of three 9/8 plus one 5/8 (Figure 2-1). Since all of the rhythmic grouping is 

highly syncopated, it is hard to perceive common time without hearing the quarter-notes 

                                                
14 Lehner, “Miles Okazaki: Cleaning the Mirror,” page 1, paragraph 4. 
15 Lehner, interview by author “Miles Okazaki: Cleaning the Mirror,” page 1, paragraph 5.  
16 Lehner, “Miles Okazaki: Cleaning the Mirror,” page 1, paragraph 4.  
17 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, paragraph 3.  
18 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 1. “Theme I.”  
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played by bass drum. Finally, a syncopated melody is introduced by guitar. This melody 

seems not to have any pattern at first glance, but as Okazaki mentioned in the liner notes, 

it is a palindrome axis between the second and third measures (Figure 2-2).19 Figure 2-2 

presents another axis between the two 5/8 measures around the repeat sign. This 

syncopated palindrome melody doesn’t seem to relate motivically with the 

accompaniment parts, but it does. Accompaniment 9/8 parts can be divided into 5/8 and 

4/8 (Figure 2-3). Alternation of 5/8 and 4/8 produces a metrical symmetry on 4/8 in the 

middle and it matches the palindrome melody (Figure 2-4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
19 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 1. “Theme I.”         
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5/8 pattern highlighted on red in Figure 2-4  
 

• Guitar (ignored compounded/fill in pitch “D”) and bass clarinet 2  
 

 
 

• Bass clarinet 1 
 

  
 
 
4/8 pattern highlighted on green in Figure 2-4  

 
• Guitar (ignored compounded/fill in pitch “Db”) and bass clarinet 2 

 

 
 

• Bass clarinet 1 
 

 
 

Figure 2-3: “Theme I” - accompaniment internal groupings in 9/8  
 
 
 

• The accompaniment parts have a mirror form centered around the same axis with palindromic 
melody. 

 
 

Figure 2-4: “Theme I” - accompaniment rhythmic structure 
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2.1.2 Harmonic Analysis of “Theme I” 

Harmonically “Theme I” is based on three descending major triads, D, Bb, and 

Gb, which are separated by major thirds. Since the roots of these major triads outline an 

augmented triad, the primary structure of the song is similar to John Coltrane’s “Giant 

Steps.”20 One difference between “Giant Steps” and “Theme I” is that, in “Theme I,” 

triads are overlapping each other and the Gb major triad bridges across bar lines, then 

other two chords fill in the gap (Figure 2-5). Another difference is that Okazaki associates 

a major pentatonic scale with each major triad (Figure 2-6), which results in four sets of 

15-note patterns to create the palindrome melody. But since each major pentatonic scale 

overlaps by one pitch (D, Bb, and G), it establishes four twelve-tone rows. Thus, the first 

half of the melody presents row 1 and row 2 in prime order, and the second half presents 

row 2 and row 1 in retrograde (Figure 2-6).21 The pivot pitch between the chord changes 

is the root and third of shared chords to smoothly transition one to the other (Figure 2-6). 

  

                                                
20 Guerino Mazzola et al. Cool Math for Hot Music, (Springer Series Computational Music Science, 
Heidelberg. 2016), chapter 22. 
21 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 1. “Theme I.”  
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Even if Okazaki combines Modernist classical techniques such as twelve-tone 

rows and palindromes, as well as an odd rhythmic grouping in the accompaniment, the 

piece does not lose the cohesion, because melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic structures are 

all based on the mirror form over four measures of 4/4. Steady quarter notes played by 

the bass drum also unite the parts and support cohesion. 

 
2.2 An Analysis of “Howl”  

2.2.1 Rhythmic Analysis of “Howl” Theme A 

The fourth piece, “Howl,” expresses the mirror concept of the “Theme I” both 

rhythmically and harmonically. The mirror construction is again similar to Coltrane’s 

mirror architecture in his “Giant Steps,” as shown by Mazzola22, especially the second 

theme.  

There are two themes in this composition. Theme A’s introduction starts with a 

funky guitar riff on a sequence of meters: 8/8+7/8+6/8+5/8+4/8+5/8+6/8+7/8. The bass 

drum accents the downbeat of each measure with a hi-hat playing quarter notes added on 

the second cycle. This grouping of note patterns is symmetrical around 8/8 and 4/8 

(Figure 2-7). This total 48 eighth-note cycle is transformed into six measures of 4/4, then 

eventually converted into four 12/8 measures (Figure 2-7).23 The alto and soprano 

saxophones are introduced on the third time on the second line, which smoothens the 

modulation because three beat cycles on 4/4 become two dotted quarter notes in 12/8: 

 (Figure 2-8). Since this song has a funk feel, the drummer keeps the backbeat on 

                                                
22 Mazzola et al. Cool Math for Hot Music, chapter 22. 
23 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 4. “Howl.”   
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beat 3 in 4/4 and big beat 2 and 4 on 12/8, the latter more like a shuffle. This backbeat 

ties the symmetrical rhythmic structure as well as the metric modulation from 4/4 to 12/8. 

Thus, even though the eighth-note stays constant, listeners feel the 12/8 part 4/3 times 

faster than 4/4 because of the proportional change of the backbeat. The 12/8 part of the 

theme A also serves as a kind of cadential point, because it is only part of the music 

based on standard four-measure cycles with a clear melody played by the saxophones. 

 
 

Figure 2-7: “Howl” theme A - rhythmic structure 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2-8: 3 beat pattern to transform 4/4 to 12/8 
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2.2.2 Harmonic Analysis of “Howl” Theme A 

Harmonically theme A is based on slash chords. The bass notes are placed at the 

beginning of the rhythmic cycle, then two voices of the upper triad move half or whole-

steps to the next chord with one common tone (Figure 2-9). An upper chord progression 

is also based on the descending and ascending circle of 5th besides Bb to Db (Figure 

2-9).24 Interestingly, Okazaki puts lowest and highest note of the bassline matching with 

the axes of rhythmic grouping. It creates an arch, as shown in Figure 2-9. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2-9: “Howl” theme A - harmonic structure 
 
 
2.2.3 Rhythmic Analysis of “Howl” Theme B 

The rhythmic structure of theme B (intro) shares the same mirror concept with 

theme A (Figure 2-10). The groups of notes increase in length, then decrease in theme 

B’s introduction, with axes around 6/8 and 10/8 measure: 

6/8+7/8+8/8+9/8+10/8+9/8+8/8+7/8. This is opposite of theme A, where the groups of 

                                                
24 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 4. “Howl.”   
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notes decrease first, then increase. As with theme A, theme B (intro) is transformed into 

4/4, but since the total number of eighth-notes in each cycle is 64, it becomes eight 

measures of 4/4 here (Figure 2-10).25 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-10: “Howl” theme B - rhythmic structure 
 
 
2.2.4 Harmonic Analysis of “Howl” Theme B 

The harmonic structure of theme B also based on the mirror concept. Similar to 

“Theme I,” the harmony has its axes around the Gaug/C and Gaug/E. Both the bassline 

and upper chords mirror around the rhythmic axes, 6/8 and 10/8 rhythmic grouping 

                                                
25 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 4. “Howl.”   
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(Figure 2-11). While the upper chords alternate G augmented and G major triads, the bass 

line indicates another harmonic structure. The bass notes present three minor triads, 

Cmin, Abmin and Emin with pitch “G” from the upper chord.26 The root of each bass line 

minor triad is a major third apart, as in “Theme I” (Figure 2-12). 

 

 
 

Figure 2-11: “Howl” theme B - harmonic structure 1 
 

 
 
• Pitch “G” is borrowed from the upper chord for the bass line, indicated as Cmin and 

Emin triads. 
 

 
 

Figure 2-12: “Howl” theme B - harmonic structure 2 

                                                
26 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 4. “Howl.”  
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This piece is also a good example of how the composer uses slash chords. As 

illustrated in Figure 2-13, most of the slash chords contain half-step conflicts between the 

bass and upper triad, which yield unconventional harmonies, including dissonances. 

While Okazaki utilizes unconventional slash chord harmonies, the chord progression 

coheres because there is at least one common tone between successive chords (in this 

case, two common tones). 

 

 
 

Figure 2-13: Half-step conflict between bass and upper triad 
 
 
2.2.5 The Relationship between “Howl” Theme A and B 

Themes A and B do not initially seem to have any relationship since those 

melodies are presented in completely different musical contexts of meter, number of 

measures, and harmonic progression. But theme B is actually a transformation of theme 

A. Both melodies are comprised of twenty-two notes and have relatively similar melodic 

shapes (Figure 2-14). They also have similar durations in the different meters and fit in 

the measures in a comparable manner.  

 

 
 

Figure 2-14: Comparison of melodies in “Howl” theme A and B 
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2.3 Mixture of Jazz and Classical Music 

As Okazaki is quoted above, the album Mirror is a representation of rhythm. But 

it seems that there is also a secondary theme, which is the mixture of jazz and classical 

music. There were many earlier experiments to merge jazz and classics such as Third 

Stream and postmodern jazz, but they were not successful in most cases.27 Okazaki states 

his intention to fuse these idioms in the album’s liner notes: “The beginnings and endings 

of each section of the record are loosely based references to John Coltrane and Johann 

Sebastian Bach.”28  

Improvisation is one of the prominent jazz elements. But unlike more traditional 

practice, Okazaki puts improvisational solos over more intricate structures. Ten of the 

fifteen compositions have solos. The other five works, including “Theme I, II, and III,” 

are through-composed. Interestingly, Okazaki places the theme and solos in traditional 

order most of the time. This may be intended to balance with the more unusual and 

challenging compositional elements. Okazaki discusses improvisation in the liner notes 

of Mirror: 

I am an improvising musician, and have to make material with some 

freedom for movement. Therefore, as the performance progresses the 

                                                
27 Terry Teachout. Jazz and Classical Music: To the Third Stream and Beyond. In the Oxford Companion 
to Jazz, ed. Bill Kircher. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), p. 355.  

“The latter failure reflects a practical problem of stylistic integration which is also common to 
third stream music: not only are most classical musicians unable to improvise, but they find it 
difficult to realize in performance the unwritten rhythmic nuances intrinsic to the jazz idiom… 
The larger failure of the third stream idea to engage the interest of more than a small number of 
major jazz soloists also suggests the possibility of an underlying incompatibility between jazz 
improvisation, with its spontaneous variations on regularly repeating harmonic patterns, and 
tightly organized classical structures such as sonata-allegro form, in which there is no room for 
discursive episodes that are freely improvised rather than organically developed.”  

28 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, paragraph 2.  
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listener will find that all composed material is balanced by improvisational 

sections, although not always in a very traditional or expected order.29 

 
 His great respect for John Coltrane is reflected in “Improvisation,” which is based 

on Coltrane’s “Countdown”, the only work Okazaki directly quoted. The album title 

“Mirror” comes from Coltrane’s message of “cleaning the mirror.” 

'There is never any end. There are always new sounds to imagine, new 

feelings to get at. And always, there is the need to keep purifying these 

feelings and sounds so that we can really see what we've discovered in its 

pure state. So that we can see more and more clearly what we are. In that 

way, we can give, to those who listen, the essence, the best of what we are. 

But to do that at each stage, we have to keep on cleaning the mirror.'30 

 
 His respect for Coltrane is also shown in the “Theme” at the beginning of each 

suite. As previously noted, Okazaki employs the structure of Coltrane’s “Giant Steps,” 

based on the outlined augmented triad and mirror constructions. This use of the 

augmented triad may represent Coltrane’s “There is never any end” idea because 

augmented triad structure shows a “never end cycle.” This “never end cycle,” which is 

also related to Indian cyclical idea, can be seen in the largest structure of the album; “the 

last song “Chorale” ends on a D major triad, the same chord that began the record.”31 

 “Invention”, “Canon”, and “Chorale”, which are placed the end of each suite, 

clearly indicate his classical influences. Okazaki explains “Canon” thus; “The melody is 

a version of a “Crab Canon,” a type of composition by J.S. Bach where the melody is 

                                                
29 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, paragraph 3.  
30 Lehner, interview by author “Miles Okazaki: Cleaning the Mirror,” page 5, paragraph 3.  
31 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 15. “Chorale.”  
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played forward and then backward on top of itself to create symmetrical counterpoint.”32 

With these direct influences from Bach, his use of a nylon guitar and 12 tone-rows make 

his work “chamber-like compositions.”33 

 
2.4 Summary of Album Mirror 

Why do Okazaki’s compositions seem to be successful compared to some other 

experimental music, even though he also uses twelve-tone technique and mathematically 

calculated rhythms? The first reason should be the “common sense,” inclusion of a steady 

beat and recognizable form. Since the ensemble always plays in a steady beat, audiences 

are always able to feel the referential time. It also helps that the drummer often keeps the 

backbeat to reinforce the common meter over the mirroring rhythmic groupings and 

harmonic structure of “Spiral” and “Howl.” Okazaki also incorporates the traditional 

theme and solo, although the musical materials are complex.  

In addition, Okazaki treats all compositional techniques as a part of a unified 

structure. Most serial composers use rows and serialized rhythm as pieces of a puzzle, 

which is otherwise not consistently unified. In other words, in serialism, “rests” are not 

incorporated as a part of the structure because those motives are placed in any location in 

the piece. Okazaki contrastingly utilizes all these organizational techniques as a necessary 

structure to support improvisation. Thus, his works always have internal coherence, 

                                                
32 Miles Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, 10. “Canon.”  
33 Bill Milkowski, review of “Miles Okazaki: Mirror,” (Jazz Times, July/ August 2007).  
http://jazztimes.com/articles/19487-mirror-miles-okazaki (accessed March 27, 2017). 
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which he explains, “I wanted to create a highly structured piece of music that would have 

some sort of internal logic.”34 

As Okazaki notes, the concept of the album is rhythm, which is presented by 

means such as mirroring, mathematics, architecture, and Indian rhythmic cycles. All of 

these rhythmic concepts function as a primary structures, along with interesting harmony, 

including twelve-tone rows and slash chord progressions. These uniform structures 

provide vehicles for improvisation, allowing him to bridge jazz and classical music. 

Though his works are complex, they maintain cohesion since they retain “common 

sense,” including referential time and recognizable form. These internal logics tied with 

the cyclical concept ultimately unite individual movements to the entire album.   

                                                
34 Okazaki, liner notes for Mirror, paragraph 3.  
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Chapter 3 : Analysis of cheating, lying, stealing by David Lang 

Preface 

In this chapter, I present an analysis of Pulitzer Prize winning composer David 

Lang’s breakthrough piece cheating, lying, stealing (1993/revised 1995). From my 

analysis, I show how Lang turns a simple idea into a unique and exciting composition. 

This analysis focuses on a current trend in composition, a foregrounding of rhythm and 

timbre. Lang's composition presents not only unique combinations of timbres but also a 

unique rhythmic concept. Moving beyond extant analyses, my work here demonstrates 

that Lang utilizes a simple permutational concept, working with increasing and 

decreasing units to structure rhythm throughout the piece. His rhythmic permutational 

concept and increasing/decreasing units are built on rhythmic groupings. It counts rests as 

a parts of groupings. Andrew Bliss calls the smallest structures “cells.”35 Lang subjects 

them to the permutational process and increasing/decreasing units. Combination of cells 

creates a permutation pattern which is called “gesture” by Adam Silverman.36 Lang 

rotates his cells within a grid, creating an unlimited strategy of cohesive gestures. He 

introduces this permutation concept clearly and musically in the first section, with 

different applications, which is throughout the piece. Along with the mathematical 

structure of permutations, Lang took advantage of two additional compositional 

                                                
35 Andrew Michael Bliss, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer,” (A Doctoral 
Dissertations, University of Kentucky, 2008), pp.27-75.  
http://www.pas.org/docs/default-source/thesisdissertations/Bliss_-_David_Lang_-
_Deconstructing_a_Constructivist_Composer.pdf?sfvrsn=2 (accessed February 26, 2017). 
36 Adam Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” (The Music Theory  
ProfBlog, January 29, 2014), paragraph 3. http://musictheoryprof.com/2014/01/take-a-few-pitches-shake-
strain/ (accessed February 26, 2017). 
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techniques to transform it musically: one is repetition, the other is what Lang calls 

“glitch” and its opposite, (which I call) “stretch.” Glitch is a modified time signature at 

the end of the gesture, which makes the permutation gesture incomplete but generates 

some rhythmic tension. A stretch means to expand the gesture which will be discussed 

closer in later paragraphs.  

 
About cheating, lying, stealing (1993/revised 1995) 

 “I remember hearing it for the first time back then and being dumbstruck by its 

visceral energy and rhythmic unpredictability.”37 writes Adam Silverman, a composer 

and Associate Professor of Music Theory and Composition at the West Chester 

University, in his blog, The Music Theory ProfBlog, upon hearing Pulitzer Prize winning 

composer David Lang’s breakthrough piece cheating, lying, stealing. Premiered in 1993 

by the Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble, the piece would then receive a later premiere of 

a revised version in 1995 by the Bang on a Can All-Stars38, before being recorded 

multiple times in the following years. In this chapter, I will provide an analysis of the 

rhythmic, harmonic, and formal structure of cheating, lying, stealing on each large 

section. 

The instrumentation of cheating, lying, stealing is comprised of bass clarinet, 

cello, piano, percussion, one player (marimba, rock bass drum with foot pedal, anvil, two 

toms, and snare drum), and two antiphonal brake drums (two additional percussionists),39 

                                                
37 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 1.  
38 David Lang, web “cheating. lying, stealing.” https://davidlangmusic.com/music/cheating-lying-stealing 
(accessed February 26, 2017). 
39 David Lang, cheating, lying, stealing. (1993/revised 1995), (New York, NY: Red Poppy Music, 1995). 
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which are placed on the other side on the stage. Cheating, lying, stealing consists of four 

large sections, which are based on characteristic musical features, A: measures 1-113, B: 

measures 114-170, C: measures 171-362, and A’ (recap): measures 363 to end (Table 

3-1). The A section presents more memorable materials with some variation and 

repetition. The B section presents more ambiguous improvisatory material, and C 

features highly rhythmic activities. B and C can be regarded as development, with A’ as 

recapitulation. In each section, Lang utilizes distinctive rhythmic concepts40.  

 
 

Section Measures 

A 1-113 

B 114-170 

C 171-362 

A recap 363-388 
 

Table 3-1: Large structure of cheating, lying, stealing 
 
 
Earlier Analyses 

There are only a few earlier published analyses of cheating, lying, stealing: 

Robert L Hubley’s “David Lang And The So-Called Laws Of Nature,”41 Scott Shinbara’s 

“David Lang's The So-Called Laws of Nature: An Analysis with an Emphasis On 

                                                
40 In this paper, the term “rhythm” will be used in a wider definition of the usual context. “Rhythm” is a  
weight of a note in time to express the rhythmic structure. This weight can be calculated by mathematical 
software such as Mazzola’s “Rubato.” www.rubato.org 
41 Robert L Hubley, “David Lang And The So-Called Laws Of Nature,” (A Doctoral Dissertation, 
University of Houston, May, 2015), pp.53-54. https://uh-ir.tdl.org/uh-ir/handle/10657/1255 (accessed 
March 27, 2017). 
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Compositional Processes,”42 Andrew M Bliss’s “David Lang: Deconstructing A 

Constructivist Composer,”43 and Adam Silverman’s “Take a few pitches; shake, strain, 

Cheating, Lying, Stealing.”44 The first two analyses are doctoral dissertations and mainly 

emphasize Lang’s later work, The So-Called Laws Of Nature. (Hubley’s work contains 

an analysis part of cheating, lying, stealing.) Both Hubley and Shinbara analyze The So-

Called Laws Of Nature as primarily an example of the same style, which Hubley calls 

“moving-rest procedure” and Shinbara calls “rest processes.”  

Hubely writes about cheating, lying, stealing as follows: 

Before composing beach, Lang used a similar moving-rest procedure in 

cheating, lying, stealing (1993). The procedure used in this work actually 

augments the rhythm of the motive, unlike beach, where the procedure 

substitutes a rest for a single rhythmic partial. The cheating process may 

be viewed more as a rest-insertion process, which is shown below in 

figure 4.3. Here, the composer rotates a rest into each statement of the 

work’s motive; the motive is therefore varied at each entrance. The 

cheating process also connects to the so- called laws, as will be discussed 

with the drum music in part II.45 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
42 Scott Shinbara, “David Lang's The So-Called Laws of Nature: An Analysis with an Emphasis On  
Compositional Processes,” (A Doctoral Dissertations, University of Arizona, 2013), p.39. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10150/301687 (accessed March 27, 2017). 
43 Bliss, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer.” 
44 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing.”  
45 Hubley, “David Lang And The So-Called Laws Of Nature,” pp.53-54.  
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• Treble clef only  
• Red square indicates missing rest insertion 

 
 
(Figure 4.3: cheating, lying, stealing rest-insertion procedure from Robert L Hubley, “David Lang 
And The So-Called Laws Of Nature,” (A Doctoral Dissertation, University of Houston, May, 2015), 
p.54. https://uh-ir.tdl.org/uh-ir/handle/10657/1255) 

 

Shinbara never analyzes cheating, lying, stealing, but analyzed other Lang’s work in the 

same way as Hubley, using different terms. This “moving-rest procedure” or “rest 

processes” concept may work for the So-Called Laws Of Nature but it only works for 

parts of this piece, principally A. 

Adam Silverman’s analysis provide a TUBS notation as followings: 
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Letters D, R, M and S refer to scale degrees in solfege (DO, RE, ME and 

SOL; I use “DO-minor” syllables). For puzzle-minded people, that should 

be enough of a clue to help you proceed. Continue in this manner seven 

more times. [Hold music is heard... now continue].46 

 

 

(Figure from Adam Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” (The Music 
Theory ProfBlog, January 29, 2014). http://musictheoryprof.com/2014/01/take-a-few-pitches-shake-strain/) 
 

Within each two-bar unit, it is easy to see that the pattern of pitches never 

changes, only the rhythmic distance between occurrences of notes.  

 
Excluding the gap at the end of each gesture, it’s also evident that there 

are only two rhythmic possibilities between notes: they are either adjacent 

or separated by a single box (a half beat) [an eighth]. In the first gesture, 

each pair of notes is adjacent, with a single box separating the sets: DoRe 

– MeDo – SolMe. In each of the following gestures, however, the gap 

between notes migrates systematically. In gesture 2, the first pair of notes 

has a box between them, which “nudges” the MeDo and SolMe pairs one 

                                                
46 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 4.  
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position (one half beat) later. In gesture 3, this gap is in the MeDo pair, 

and in gesture 4 it is in the SolMe pair. Lang created a very simple system 

in which the gap migrates from left to right.  

 
Gestures 5, 6 and 7 each have two gapped pairs. In gesture 5, it is the outer 

two; in gesture 6 it is the first two, and in gesture 7 it is the latter two.  

 
Finally, in gesture 8, each pair is gapped, which exhausts all of the 

possibilities in this limited system. At that point, there is a change in the 

music — there is a new prominent bass note, the cello begins to hold notes 

longer, and a new set of pitch patterns is used. I haven’t analyzed the next 

section of the piece, but I’ll bet there is a similar pattern at work.47 

 
Silberman never uses terms such as “moving-rest procedure” and “rest processes” 

but he explains Lang’s concept as “Lang created a very simple system in which the gap 

migrates from left to right,”48 which means essentially the same concept as other theorists 

have articulated. These concepts can be applied to the main theme of A but not other 

sections.  

The concept of permutation itself can be seen in Andrew Bliss’s doctoral 

dissertation, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer.”49 In Bliss’s 

analysis of Lang’s Anvil Chorus (1991), an epic multiple percussion piece, scored for an 

indeterminate collection of low and high pitched metals – Bliss uses the term 

“permutated substitution”50 – along with Lang’s cell technique. This multiple percussion 

work seems to serve as a preparatory study for cheating, lying, stealing. Lang permutates 

                                                
47 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 6-9. 
48 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 7. 
49 Bliss, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer.”  
50 Bliss, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer,” pp. 27-75. 
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the groups of notes in this composition, but without the formation of cells into larger 

gestural units. In Anvil Chorus, Lang notates the groupings of notes as a meter,51 a 

significant huge difference from the technique employed in cheating, lying, stealing. 

My Contribution 

This paper includes the first complete analysis of Lang’s cheating, lying, stealing, 

yet. Silverman analyzed only the very beginning and the end of the work in his blog. My 

analysis of the complete work reveals that the permutation concept and 

increasing/decreasing units of notes unifies the entire piece. Both the permutation concept 

and increasing/decreasing units of notes are based on rhythmic groupings, which include 

rests. Lang utilizes rhythmic groupings as structural units and as the fundamental 

organizing principle for the entire work. The permutation concept can be seen throughout 

the piece but the large A section presents the concept most forthrightly. The 

increasing/decreasing units are foregrounded in the B and C sections. In this chapter, I 

illustrate how Lang utilizes the permutation concept and increasing/decreasing units in 

each section to create certain musical effects.  

 
3.1 Large A Section and Recap 

3.1.1 Permutation in the Section (a) 

Lang establishes clear rules in A. The main permutation concept in this section 

always occurs within a two-measure long pattern, called “gesture” by Adam Silverman52. 

To clarify this structure, the bass drum is always played at the first downbeat of every 

                                                
51 Bliss, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer,” p. 28&38. 
52 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 3.  
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two-measure unit. The large A section consists of seven small sections; (a), (b), (a), (b’), 

(a), (c) and (d) (Table 3-2). All of the small sections are based on the same permutation 

principle, but based on different groupings of cells. The small sections, (a), (c) and (d), 

share the same pitch set. This means that (b) and (b’), alternating with (a), function as 

contrasting sections in both aspects of pitch and rhythm. Small section (a), measures 3-

18, utilizes the principal concept of permutations, which can be seen throughout the A 

section. This principal concept is based on a simple two-measure long motif presented in 

the first two measures of the piece (Figure 3-1). The main musical gesture in (a) is six 

high and low hits from the ensemble starting in measure 3 (Figure 3-2). This pitch set is 

based on a three-note bass line and a three-note treble line53 contrasting with (b) and (b’), 

which are based on the four-note bass and treble lines. Low and high, brake drums are 

always in unison with the permutation rhythmic structure performed with bass clarinet, 

piano and marimba in the large A section. 

 
 

Large 
sections 

Measure 
number 

Small 
sections Bars 

 
 

A 
 
 
 

1-2 intro 2 
3-18 (a) 16 
19-34 (b) 16 
35-50 (a) 16 
51-66 (b’) 16 
67-82 (a) 16 

83 FREEZE 1 
84-97 (c) 14 
98-113 (d) 16 

 
Table 3-2: Small sections in the large A section 

                                                
53 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 3. 
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Figure 3-1: Introduction motif (mm. 1-2), bass clarinet 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3-2: Main permutation motif (mm. 3-4), bass clarinet 
 
 

A set of two pitches, low and high, serves as a rhythmic cell, which has five 

variations combined with rests (Figure 3-3). Lang puts a number of these cells together 

with variations and organizes them using different permutations to construct this section. 

The first gesture, in measures 3-4, has three sets of two pitches (low and high), all based 

on an eighth-rest followed by two eighth-notes (Figure 3-3.1). Since Lang sets two 

measures as a gesture, that is a small structural unit, the final eighth-rest of the last cell is 

elided into a whole-rest (Figure 3-4.1). I call this structure as (3, 3, 3) because three set of 

cells are all based on three eighth-note groupings (Figure 3-4.1).  

From measure 5, four eighth-note groups (Figure 3-3.2) are presented, which 

make the pattern (4, 3, 3) (Figure 3-4.2). This four eighth-note group is permutated for 

the next three gestures (mm. 5-10). Thus, the rhythmic structure for measures 3-10 is (3, 

3, 3) (4, 3, 3) (3, 4, 3) (3, 3, 4). Once this structure explores the entirety of this 

permutation, Lang lengthens the cell to (4, 3, 4) and its permutations (Figure 3-4.3). 

Section (a) concludes with (4, 4, 4) at measure 18, which has modified by a 3/8 glitch on 
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the last 4. (to be discussed below). The pitch set stays exactly same throughout (a) from 

measures 3-18, which means this section presents only rhythmic variations. Thus, the 

section is based purely on rhythmic and not harmonic structure. 

 
 
 
• Written pitches are just the first two pitches (low and high) of (a) as an example. It will 

change based on pitch set and its placement. 
 

3-3.1: 3 note group; two eighth-notes plus one eighth-rest. 
 

       
 
 
3-3.2: 4 note group; alternating eighth-note and eighth-rest. 
  

       
 
 
3-3.3: 5 note group; one eighth-note plus two eighth-rests + one eighth-note plus one eighth-rest. 

 

 
 

 
3-3.4: 6 note group; one eighth-note plus two eighth-rests + one eighth-note plus two eighth-rests. 

 

       
 
 
3-3.5: 7 note group; one eighth-note plus three eighth-rests + one eighth-note plus two eighth-rests. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3-3: 5 Rhythmic cells based on two pitches: one low and one high 
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3-4.1: (3, 3, 3) pattern at measures 3-4  
 

 
 (3, 3, 3) pattern at measures 3-4 as written in the score 

 

 
 
 
 
 
3-4.2: (4, 3, 3) pattern at measures 5-6 

 
 
 
 
 
3-4.3: (4, 3, 4) pattern at measures 11-12 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3-4: (3, 3, 3), (4, 3, 3), and (4, 3, 4) pattern and its permutations, bass clarinet 
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3.1.2 Permutation in the Sections (b) and (b’) 

The variation of the primary concept, increasing the number of cells, is presented 

with a slight harmonic change at small (b) measure 19. Instead of three rhythmic cells, it 

introduces groupings of four rhythmic cells. As in (a), it starts with groupings of three (3, 

3, 3, 3) (Figure 3-5). It continues with a permutation that includes one 4; (4, 3, 3, 3) (3, 4, 

3, 3) (3, 4, 3, 3) (3, 3, 3, 4). Lang skips the pattern (3, 3, 4, 3), for reasons that are not 

clear. The section concludes with the permutations of two 3’s and two 4’s each, such as 

(4, 3, 3, 4) (4, 3, 4, 3) (4, 4, 3, 3), before returning to the original pattern (3, 3, 3) at 

measure 35. Permutation patterns (3, 3, 4, 4) (3, 4, 3, 4) and (3, 4, 4, 3) are heard at the 

beginning of (b’) to keep the small sections (a)s and (b)s as sixteen-measure units. Thus, 

most of the small sections consist of sixteen-measures, with the exception of (c), which is 

fourteen measures, providing a unique macro-rhythmic asymmetry (Table 3-2). 

 

• (red gesture) is replaced by (3, 4, 3, 3). 
• (gesture) does not appear in (b) but in (b’). 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3-5: (3, 3, 3, 3) pattern and its permutations in (b), bass clarinet (mm. 19-20) 
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The A section consists of the alternation of (a) and contrasting sections (b) and 

(b’) until measure 82. The reason (b) and (b’) serves as a contrasting section, owing to 

three features: 1) a four-digits cell permutation pattern; 2) solo material in cello, which is 

never presented in other sections. This cello pattern is always synchronized with the 

treble notes of the first and third cells of each gesture (Figure 3-6); 3) a different pitch set 

(see Table 3-5). 

 
 

Figure 3-6: Cello and bass clarinet synchronization in (b’) (mm. 51-54) 
 
 
3.1.3 Permutation in the Sections (c) and (d) 

The large A section concludes with slightly modified material. New numbers of 

groupings are introduced in (c) and (d). Grouping of 5 (Figure 3-3.3) are introduced in 

(c), followed by groupings of 6 and 7 (Figure 3-3.4 and Figure 3-3.5) in (d). (c) is based 

on (5, 4, 4) (Figure 3-7.1), (5, 5, 4), and (5, 5, 5) with its permutation and (d) is based on 

(6, 5, 5) (Figure 3-7.2). and (7, 6, [5]) (Figure 3-7.3) with its permutation. Since the total 

number of eighth-notes in each pattern is either close to sixteen (the total numbers of 

eighth-notes in two measures) or exceeds sixteen, the rhythmic structure is less clear and 

recognizable than in previous sections. It seems Lang’s intention is to connect A to B, 
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which is based on larger beat patterns, to create an ambiguous atmosphere using 

increasing/decreasing units. The new and/or independent permutation pattern, introduced 

in these sections, in treble piano and marimba part, which will be discussed in a later 

paragraph, also support this idea. The basic cell pattern (7, 6, [5]) in (d) is implying a new 

pattern using different numbers, which is one of the crucial concepts of the large B 

sections. (Since the permutation pattern in the small sections (c) and (d) is highly related 

to the compositional technique “stretch,” it will be discussed in the later section 3.1.5.C.) 

Thus, sections (c) and (d), with their great rhythmic ambiguity, combined with their 

retention of the identical pitch set to (a), serve as a transition to the development of the 

piece.  

 
•  (red gesture) is skipped. 
• bracketed [number] indicates incomplete cell (glitch). 

 
3-7.1: (5, 4, 4) pattern at measures 84-85 at (c) 

 
 
3-7.2: (6, 5, 5) pattern at measures 98-99 at (d) 

 
 
3-7.3: (7, 6, [5]) pattern at measures 104-105 at (d) 

 
 
Figure 3-7: (5, 4, 4) in (c) and (6, 5, 5) & (7, 6, [5]) in (d) and its permutations, bass 

clarinet 
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Table 3-3 shows the overall permutation structure of A. There is a “FREEZE” 

sign at measure 83 (Figure 3-8) with whole rest in all part. (except anvil on the end of 4 

as pick up) Because it is placed after the alternation of (a) and (b/b’), it seems to serve as 

a structural cadence since A section continues to B without pause. It needs something to 

conclude the section. The placement of (c) and (d) after the FREEZE measure and prior 

to B is another reason to support the idea that (c) and (d) are serving as a transition to B 

section. 

 
• Yellow highlight is a manual over-ride. It should be (3, 3, 4, 3) in the strict permutation pattern. 
• Orange highlight is a continuous permutation of (4, 3, 3, 4). 
• [number] is a glitch, which pattern is not completed. 

 
Section Measure Gesture 1 Gesture 2 Gesture 3 Gesture 4 Gesture 5 Gesture 6 Gesture 7 Gesture 8 

intro 1-2         

(a) 3-18 3, 3, 3 4, 3, 3 3, 4, 3 3, 3, 4 4, 3, 4 4, 4, 3 3, 4, 4 4, 4, [4] 

(b) 19-34 3, 3, 3, 3 4, 3, 3, 3 3, 4, 3, 3 3, 4, 3, 3 3, 3, 3, 4 4, 3, 3, 4 4, 3, 4, 3 4, 4, 3, 3 

(a) 35-50 3, 3, 3 4, 3, 3 3, 4, 3 3, 3, 4 4, 3, 4 4, 4, 3 3, 4, 4 4, 4, [4] 

(b') 51-66 3, 4, 4, 3 3, 4, 3, 4 3, 3, 4, 4 4, 3, 4, 4 4, 4, 3, 4 4, 4, 4, 3 3, 4, 4, 4 4, 4, 4, 4 

(a) 67-82 3, 3, 3 4, 3, 3 3, 4, 3 3, 3, 4 4, 3, 4 4, 4, 3 3, 4, 4 4, 4, 4 

 83 FREEZE 

(c) 84-97 5, 4, 4 4, 5, 4 4, 4, 5 5, 4, 5 5, 5, 4 4, 5, 5 5, 5, 5  

(d) 98-113 6, 5, 5 5, 6, 5 6, 6, [5] 7, 6, [5] 6, 7, [5]    

 
Table 3-3: Permutation pattern in the large A section 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3-8: “FREEZE” at measure 83, bass clarinet 
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3.1.4 Permutation in the Accompaniment 

Interestingly, Lang also sets permutation patterns in the accompaniment part. 

From measure 92, he assigned (6, 6, 5) (5, 5, 4) (4, 4, 3) (3, 3, 2) patterns over quarter-

note triplets on marimba, then concluded with (2, 2) (Table 3-4). Because this 

permutation pattern is closely related to the compositional technique “stretch”; it will be 

discussed in the later section 3.1.5.C. Each gesture except the last (2, 2) is repeated twice. 

A measure long successive quarter-note triplets pattern (Figure 3-9) itself is always 

played by the cello in throughout (a), then transfers to the marimba and is represented by 

permutation patterns at measure 92 with a (5, 5, 4) pattern. The number of cells in the 

main permutation pattern increase toward the end [e.g. (a) gesture 1 is (3, 3, 3) and (d) 

gesture 4 is (7, 6, [5])], but cells in the marimba part are decreasing: it starts with a large 

number and ends with a small number. These patterns are starting in the middle of (c) 

through (d), which is a transition section to the next large section. Since these 

increasing/decreasing units create a core structure in the large B and C sections, it seems 

that Lang utilizes small (c) and (d) sections not only as a transitional passage but also as a 

conceptual transition, in which the compositional techniques employed change. 

 

 

Measure Gesture 1 Gesture 2 Gesture 3 Gesture 4 Gesture 5 Gesture 6 Gesture 7 Gesture 8 Gesture 9 

92-112 6, 6, 5 6, 6, 5 5, 5, 4 5, 5, 4 4, 4, 3 4, 4, 3 3, 3, 2 3, 3, 2 2, 2 

 
Table 3-4: Accompaniment marimba permutation pattern from middle of (c) to (d) 
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• Example is extracted from measures 3-4. 

 
 

Figure 3-9: Cello pattern over each gesture in all of (a), (c) and (d)  
 

 
The treble part of the piano is also added after “FREEZE” in measure 83, which is 

a few measures before the accompaniment marimba permutation entrance. This highly 

complex rhythmic part is based on mixture of triplets, eighth, and sixteenth notes with 

rests, but, unique to the work, without an obvious rhythmic organizational pattern.  

 
3.1.5 Two Compositional Techniques:  Repetition, and Glitch and Stretch 

3.1.5.A Repetition 

As explained above, large section A is built on the mathematical structure of 

permutations, but Lang deviates from those permutational patterns, using two 

compositional techniques; one is repetition. The other is glitch and stretch. Since 

repetition is strongly related to pattern recognition, especially in a composition based on 

the pattern, Lang utilizes various sizes of repetitions, including cells, gestures, pitch sets, 

and small sections (Table 3-5), throughout the section. The smallest repetition is the pitch 

set of (a), (c) and (d). The six low and high pitch set pattern (E, F#, G, E, B, and G) 

happens every two measures and never changes its order in those sections. It makes 

listeners purely focus on the rhythmic activities. A bigger size of repetition is, of course, 

at the sectional level. Main theme (a) is presented three times to keep emphasizing the 
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original pattern, alternating with contrasting sections (b) and (b’). But, Lang adds a 

noticeable effect, the anvil, on the third repetition (a) to keep its timbral freshness. He 

even puts repetitions in a background permutation pattern in the marimba part in (c) and 

(d) to add cohesion (Table 3-5). 

 
 

• Orange highlights indicate sharing the same musical features. 
• Blue highlights indicate sharing similar musical features. 

 
Large 

Section 
Measure 
Number 

Small 
sections Bars Key Pitch Set Basic cell 

set 
Musical 
Features Bass Treble 

 
 
 

A 

1-2 intro 2 
E 

m
in

or

 

E, G, B F#, E, G Main motif  

3-18 (a) 16 E, G, B F#, E, G 

(3, 3, 3) 
 (4, 3, 3) 
(4, 4, 3) 
 (4, 4, 4) 

* Primary permutation 

19-34 (b) 16 C, G, E, D 

(mm. 19-28)  
E, F#, G, A  
(mm. 29-34)  
D, E, F#, G, A  

(3, 3, 3, 3) 
(4, 3, 3, 3) 
(4, 4, 3, 3) 

* Four-digits 
permutation 
* Pitch set change 

35-50 (a) 16 E, G, B F#, E, G 

(3, 3, 3)  
(4, 3, 3) 
(4, 4, 3)  
(4, 4, 4) 

* Primary permutation  
* Exactly same as first 
time. 

51-66 (b’) 16 C, G, E, D 

(mm. 51-56)  
C, D, E, F#, G, 
A, B  
(mm. 57-67)  
C, D, E, F#, G, 
A, B, Bb  

(4, 4, 3, 3) 
(4, 4, 4, 3) 
(4, 4, 4, 4) 

* Four-digits 
permutation  
* Pitch set change 

67-82 (a) 16 E, G, B F#, E, G 

(3, 3, 3)  
(4, 3, 3)  
(4, 4, 3)  
(4, 4, 4) 

* Primary permutation  
* Additional anvil 

83     FREEZE   

84-97 (c) 14 

E 
m

in
or

 

E, G, B 
 

F#, E, G 
 

(5, 4, 4)  
(5, 5, 4)  
(5, 5, 5) 

* Three-digits 
permutation using 
different numbers 
* New layer on piano & 
marimba  
* Marimba part has own 
permutation 

98-
113 (d) 16 E, G, B 

 
F#, E, G 

 

(6, 5, 5)  
(7, 6, 5) 

* Three-digits 
permutation using 
different numbers 
* incomplete patterns 
* Marimba part has own 
permutation 

 
Table 3-5: Structure of the large A section 
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3.1.5.B Glitch 

The other method, which Lang utilizes to enhance the mathematical pattern, is 

glitch and stretch. Glitch, in this case, is a modified time signature at the end of the 

pattern, which makes the permutation pattern incomplete but gives some tension to the 

repetitive pattern. A good example is the gesture 8 in the first two (a)s. [The bracketed 

numbers] on Table 3-3 indicate where glitches are located. The bracketed number [4] in 

gesture 8 in Table 3-3 is presented in the 3/8, where the regular pattern would have 4/4 

(Figure 3-10). Adam Silverman explains this as “It’s a fantastic compression of the first 

section in which each gesture, instead of having a “pregnant pause” filling out the 

remainder of the two bars, simply cuts out the extra beats and starts a new pattern right 

away.”54 This glitch keeps the freshness of the repetitive pattern. (4, 4, 4) at measure 82. 

A lack of glitch would reinforce my argument that “FREEZE” at measure 83 serves as a 

cadential point, because this is the first time the (4, 4, 4) pattern is presented as such. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-10: An example of glitch: bass clarinet 

                                                
54 Silverman, “Take a few pitches; shake, strain Cheating, Lying, Stealing,” paragraph 10.  
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This compositional technique is fully applied in the recapitulation of this piece. At 

measure 363, (a’) is represented but all the rests in-between each gesture are removed 

(Figure 3-11). Thus, the audience can notice the pattern of (a) by itself, but it gives a 

great tension since it is presented in an entirely new context. This tension is finally 

resolved at original (a) at measure 373 to conclude the piece. Lang explains this glitch in 

an interview with Andrew Michael Bliss. 

So those things, which you call fingerprints, or the glitches, I think the 

music is where the glitches are. It’s how the things don’t work; it’s how 

the math almost works. That’s where the music is I think. In Cheating, 

Lying, Stealing, there are several different ways that I try this...The 

beginning is of course this expansion pattern that at one moment, I just 

decide, I don’t like the rhythm in that measure...I’m skipping it.55 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3-11: Recap A (a’), bass clarinet (mm. 363-372) 

                                                
55 Bliss, “David Lang: Deconstructing A Constructivist Composer,” p.19. 
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The title of this song cheating, lying, stealing may come from this idea since Lang 

explains the piece as “So I thought, what would it be like if composers based pieces on 

what they thought was wrong with them? Like, here's a piece that shows you how 

miserable I am. Or, here's a piece that shows you what a liar I am, what a cheater I am. I 

wanted to make a piece that was about something disreputable.”56   

 
3.1.5.C Stretch 

 Contrasting with a glitch, a stretch is another important musical factor in the 

piece, which is expanding the patterns. It naturally happens during a permutation process 

with bigger cells which have a larger number of rests, but the same number of notes. It is 

especially noticeable on two occasions. One is that a permutation pattern is presented 

with a small framework, which is a two-measure grid. It is noticeable especially when the 

sum of the cell groupings is close or/and same as the number of eighth-notes in two 

measures. (d) is a good example of this. The sum of the durations in the (6, 5, 5) pattern 

16 is same as the total number of eighth-notes in a two-measure grid (Figure 3-12). It 

means that the patterns continue without having an extra rest in between. Because the 

pitch set is exactly the same as (a), (c), and (d) sections, stretch makes listeners feel that a 

tempo gets slower, especially in (d) (Figure 3-12). 

 
 

                                                
56 Lang, cheating, lying, stealing. (1993/revised 1995). 
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Figure 3-12: 1 measure pattern expansion to 2 measures 
 
 

This method makes music less blurry than the other type of stretch, which will be 

discussed in the next paragraph, but still sufficient to provide a musical variation. 

Gestures 3, 4, and 5 in (d) comprise a combination of stretch and glitch (Table 3-3). Since 

patterns (6, 6, [5]) (7, 6, [5]) and (6, 7, [5]) are bigger than 16, Lang cuts the last 5 to fit 

into the two-measure grid57 (Figure 3-13). This (7, 6, [5]) pattern, which includes 

decreasing numbers, leads to the concept of increasing/decreasing units in the large B and 

C sections.  

 
 

 (6, 5, 5) (5, 6, 5) pattern at measures 98-101 in (d) 
 

 
 
                                                
57 The (6, 7, [5]) pattern is actually completed, landing on the downbeat of the 3rd measure, which also 
serves a sort of minor cadence. 
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(6, 6, [5]) (7, 6, [5]) (6, 7, [5]) pattern at measures 102-108 in (d) 
 

• [number] indicates glitch. 
• Since (6, 7, [5]) is the last gesture of the section, the pattern is completed over 3 measures. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-13: Stretched permutation pattern, bass clarinet (mm. 98-107) 
 
 

The other types of stretch occurs when a permutation pattern is presented without 

such a small framework. The accompaniment marimba part in (c)/(d) provides good 

examples of this (Table 3-4). In these examples, a pattern no longer fits into a two-

measure grid, but fits in a longer time grid. It is still notated in common meter, but it is 

difficult to feel the pattern in 4/4 by itself (Figure 3-14). This extremely complicated 

rhythmic activity interestingly affects time ambiguously. This type of stretch is closely 

related to the concept of increasing/decreasing units, which is well represented in the 

large sections B and C. Glitch and stretch are almost like a tension and release. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-14: Accompaniment marimba permutation: (6, 6, 5) (6, 6, 5) pattern 
(mm.92-98) 
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3.1.6 Summary of the Permutation Concept  

As shown above, the permutation concept is simple but allows a variety of 

stylistic applications. Lang presents it clearly from measures 3-18, and then deploys 

variations in the remained of A and Recap A, and to a lesser degree in C. The rhythmic 

permutation concept is built on rhythmic groupings that include both notes and rests. 

Lang employs rhythmic grouping “cells” as the smallest structure, and he applies 

permutations to such cells. “Gesture” is a permutation pattern within a grid that is built on 

a combination of cells. Since Lang rotates a few different cells, the possibilities for 

gestures are huge, while always yielding cohesion. This permutation concept is a 

mathematical structure, which Lang sublimates musically through two compositional 

techniques, repetition and glitch/stretch. Lang uses various levels of repetition, which 

include cells, gestures, pitch sets, and small sections. Glitch is a modified time signature 

at the end of the pattern, which makes the permutation pattern incomplete and generates 

rhythmic tension. Stretch, in contrast, expands the previous patterns. 

3.1.7 Conclusion of the Large A Section 

As explained above, Lang puts rhythmic, rather than harmonic, structure at the 

center of his music, using permutational concepts. This is evident because the pitch set 

maintains the exact same order in five out of seven small sections – three (a)s, (c) and (d) 

– in A (Table 3-5). 

This compositional approach seems close to modal jazz in its use of less harmonic 

but more rhythmic activities. The earlier bebop style was primarily harmony-centered 

improvised music, with frequent chord changes, typically every two beats. The soloist 

took the major role in be-bop improvisations over quick chord progressions. 
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Accompanists kept the beat and supported soloists. After Miles Davis opened the door to 

modal jazz, harmonic progression was no longer central, because there is only one chord 

per section. One reason modal jazz was innovative was that it provided more 

opportunities for performers to experiment with rhythm. Because modal jazz harmony is 

simple compared with bebop, rhythm has to be fascinating, and every musical layer needs 

to interact with every other. Thus, A could be considered as rhythmically conceptualized 

modal music. The entire A section is in E minor. With the exceptions of (b) and (b’), 

small sections are all based on the four notes ordered pitch set E, F#, G, E, B, G, which is 

not even a pentatonic scale. Further, even contrasting subsections (b) and (b’) does still fit 

into E minor scale with one exception, Bb (Table 3-5). Because the harmonic contrast 

between sections is minimal, this piece is more radical in its pitch concept than modal 

jazz. This harmonic simplicity supports the expressively conceptualized rhythm activities 

that Lang developed. He describes his compositional style by his musical background in 

an interviewed by Ann McCutchan: 

I also played in rock bands and jazz bands as a kid. I was interested in 

both classical music and pop music… So I have this messy combination of 

influences. I think that’s one of the reasons why I’m so interested in trying 

to figure out new ways to organize pieces. I like to think about ways ideas 

are organized in the world… I make up all these rules about how 

instruments relate, or how registers work, or how tunes work. I take scraps 

of music I come up with intuitively and subject them to really strange 

rhythmic processes that pull them apart.58 

 

                                                
58 Ann McCutchan, The Muse that Sings: Composers Speak about the Creative Process. (New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1999), pp.220-225. quoted in Scott Shinbara, “David Lang's The So-Called Laws 
of Nature: An Analysis with an Emphasis On Compositional Processes,” p.18.  
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To maintain musical freshness within this conceptualized modal approach, Lang 

uses repetitions, glitches, and stretches as well as adding new timbres such as anvil, 

piano, and permutated marimba parts in the later part of A.  

 
3.2 Large B Section 

Musically sections B and C are far different from A. B features longer horizontal 

layers and section C features a 5/8 time signature throughout. Initially, there seems not to 

be much relation between these sections and A, but upon closer examination, there are 

actually coordinated with a concept similar to the permutation principle. 

The large B section starts from measures 114-170 with a sudden and entirely 

different musical setting. B features more horizontal textures and longer patterns than 

large A. The time signature is 4/4 throughout, but A’s two-measure pattern, emphasized 

with a bass drum, is no longer heard. In B, each layer owns its own cycle over a longer 

time span, which resembles the style of the permutation patterns in the marimba 

accompaniment in A. Throughout B and C, the concept of increasing/decreasing units is 

deployed as an organizing principle, along with the permutation concept. 

Increasing/decreasing units create variations of rhythm and pitch by adding or deleting 

elements from the original.  

 
3.2.1 Three Horizontal Textures 

Contrasting with A section, this section expresses more horizontal textures and 

longer patterns, which can be divided into three distinct musical elements; treble piano 

and marimba, bass piano, and bass clarinet and cello with antiphonal two triangles. Time 
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signature stays in 4/4 throughout the section but a two-measure pattern, emphasized with 

a bass drum in the A section, is no longer presented.  

 
3.2.1.A Treble Piano and Marimba 

The first musical element is treble piano and marimba part. One of the unique 

features of this section is the successive horizontal notes played by treble piano and 

marimba. These elements repeat fixed rhythm patterns throughout the section. It is clear 

that both treble piano and marimba part consist of a three-measure rhythmic cycle (Figure 

3-15). Though rhythmic patterns are based on continuous eighth-notes, other subdivisions 

are inserted in the pattern (a half-note as a minimum framework for any subdivision see 

Figure 3-15). In the treble piano, quintuplets over half note (5 over 2) are installed twice 

in a pattern. Triplets and quarter note triplets are inserted in marimba part. Thus, the 

treble piano has total of 26 notes and marimba has 24 notes in each rhythmic cycle. Lang 

even puts a note in the score indicating “lazy phrasing ad lib,” because these parts have a 

rhythmic unison only twice in the sequence (Figure 3-15). It provides a steady sense of 

time but gives a unique feeling.  

 
• Yellow highlights indicate a rhythmic unison. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-15: Rhythmic cycle on treble piano and marimba in the large B section 
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The disjunction of pitch sets and rhythmic cycles makes these parts more unique 

and ambiguous. Both treble piano and marimba have 15-note pitch cycles at the 

beginning of the section; treble piano (A, Bb, A, G, E, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, G) and 

marimba (E, F, E, D, Bb, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, D). The pitch cycle of the marimba 

is a transposition, a 4th below, of the treble piano. These pitch sets are repeated a number 

of times, then adding a note per cycle both on treble piano and marimba. For example, 

pitch “D” is inserted in the treble piano part to make 16-note pitch set on the second cycle 

(Figure 3-16).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-16: 15 to 16-note pitch cycle from measure 114, treble piano 
 
 

The number of repetitions of each pitch set is adjusted to change both treble piano 

and marimba parts at almost the same time. It finally reaches a 22-note pitch set at the 
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end of the section. This is a good example of the increasing units concept. The order of 

adding notes has a pattern illustrated in Table 3-6. Even though only one mode, D 

harmonic minor, is expressed in this movement, since each treble piano and marimba part 

has a different number of rhythm and pitch sets, these two parts never play the same way, 

which gives a wash effect rather than a distinct rhythm and melody. In this case, Lang 

sets the fixed rhythm and then changes the pitch pattern. 

 
• Yellow highlight indicates inserted note(s) on treble piano. 
• Green highlight indicates inserted note(s) on marimba. 
• Pitches with line indicate omission to adjust at the end of the section. 

 

Cycle Pitch set Number 
of note 

Repeated 
times 

1 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, G 

15 
4 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, D 4 

2 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, G 

16 
4 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, D 4 

3 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, G  

17 
4 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, G, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, D 3 

4 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, D, G  

18 
4 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, G, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, A, D 4 

5 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, A, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, D, G  

19 
3 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, G, E, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, A, D 3 

6 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, A, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, D, D, G  

20 
4 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, G, E, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, A, A, D 4 

7 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, A, Bb, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, D, D, G  

21 
2 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, G, E, F, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, A, A, D 3 

8 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, A, Bb, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, D, D, Bb, G  

22 
1 

   

9 
(Treble Piano) A, Bb, A, G, E, D, C#, A, Bb, G, A, Bb, A, A, G, G, E, E, D, D, Bb, G  

 
 

(Marimba)       E, F, E, D, Bb, A, G, E, F, D, E, F, E, E, D, D, Bb, Bb, A, A, D  

 
Table 3-6: Pitch set on treble piano and marimba in the large B section 
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3.2.1.B Bass Piano  

In contrast to the treble piano and marimba parts, the bass piano part presents 

strong accents, using the cluster chord (D, E, F, G, A) throughout the section. These 

appear not to have any recurrent pattern at first. The cluster chord starts on the offbeat of 

1 at 114, and there are five eighth-note rests before its next appearance, creating a six 

eighth-note group. The next cluster chord appearance has a seven eighth-note group 

(Figure 3-17).  

 

 
 

Figure 3-17: Bass piano pattern in the large B section (mm. 114-119) 
 
 
 

This bass piano pattern always starts with six eighth-note groups, 

increasing/decreasing the groups of eighth-notes. No grouping is ever identical to an 

adjacent grouping. The largest number is expanded by one in each cycle. Thus, pattern 

starts (6, 7), moves to (6, 7, 8, 7) (6, 7, 8, 9, 8, 7), and continues according to this 

sequence. The pattern reaches a thirteen eighth-note group at the end, but the final eighth-

note patterns 10, 9, 8, 7, which would complete the sequence, are omitted at the 

conclusion of this section (Table 3-7).  
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• (Number) indicates groupings of 8th notes. 
• Number indicates rest. 
• Numbers indicates an omission to adjust at the end of the section, 
• Yellow highlights indicate the largest numbers of eighths in each cycle. 

 

Measure Cycle Pattern 

114 Cycle 1                                    (1)(6, 7) 

115 Cycle 2 (6, 7, 8, 7) 

119 Cycle 3 (6, 7, 8, 9, 8, 7) 

124 Cycle 4 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 9, 8, 7) 

132 Cycle 5 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7) 

143 Cycle 6 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7) 

152 Cycle 7 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7) 

 
Table 3-7: Bass piano cluster chord pattern in the large B section 

 
 
3.2.1.C Bass Clarinet and Cello with Antiphonal Two Triangles 

The last musical element in this section is bass clarinet and cello with two 

antiphonal triangles. Because the half-step conflict between C# and D serves as a sort of 

default harmony, nearly always present; antiphonal bass clarinet and cello define the 

mood of the section. Bass clarinet and cello own, respectively, the five notes pitch sets 

(G, A, Bb, C#, D) and (A, C#, D, E, F). These pitch sets reinforce the D harmonic minor 

mode of the treble piano and marimba patterns and the bass piano tone cluster.  

Rhythmically, these two parts are loosely related to the permutation concept. 

They begin with a pattern of twelve eighth-notes, six eighth-notes apart. Bass clarinet and 

cello start with patterns of twelve eighth-notes, with cello following bass clarinet at an 
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interval of six eighths. As a result, these two parts create an antiphonal three quarter-note 

cycle (Figure 3-18.1). Then, the rhythmic distance between bass clarinet and cello 

changes to five plus seven eighths from measure 127 (Figure 3-18.2) (Table 3-8). Though 

each layer is still based on twelve eighth-note cycles, a glitch ([number] in Table 3-8) 

insertion modifies the distance between each layer. After measure 152, the bass clarinet 

pattern shifts to a thirteen-beat cycle, at which point the two layers lose the coordination 

of a shared twelve eighth cycle as the section ends.  

 
3-18.1: Antiphonal 3 quarter-note pattern  
 

 
 
 

3-18.2: Antiphonal 5 plus 7 eighth-note pattern 
 

 
 

Figure 3-18: Antiphonal patterns between bass clarinet and cello in the large B 
section 
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• [number] indicates glitches.  

 
Bar 
# Bass Clarinet duration (pitch) Cello duration (pitch) 

Temporal distance 
of 8th note between 

bs cla and cello 
Pitch set 

114 12 (C#), 12 (C#), 12 (G), 12 
(C#), 12 (G), 12 (C#), 12 
(G),12 (C#) 

[6] (C#) 
12 (D), 12 (A), 12 (D) 

m.114 
6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6   

G, A, C#, D 
 119 [9] (A), [15] (D)  

12 (A), 12 (D), 12 (A) 

m.120  
[3], [9] 
6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6 

126 

[8] (G)  
m.127 
12 (C#), 12 (D), 12 (C#), 12 
(A), 12 (D), 12 (C#), 12 
(D), 12 (A), 12 (C#), 12 (D) 

[7] (D) 
12 (E), 12 (F), 12 (E), 
12 (C#), 12 (E), 12 
(F), 12 (E), 12 (F), 12 
(D), 12 (E), 12 (F), 12 
(C#), 12 (E), 12 (C#), 
12 (E), 12 (F), 12 (D), 
12 (C#), 12 (F), 12 (E) 

m.126 [6], [2] 
5, 7, 5, 7, 5, 7, 5, 7, 
5, 7, 5, 7, 5, 7, 5, 7, 
5, 7, 5, 7 

A, C#, D, E, 
F 

142 

[8] (C)  
m.143 
12 (C#), 16 (D), 12 (C), 12 
(D), 12 (C#) 

[5], [3] 
m.143  
9, 3, 9, 7,  
5, 7, 5, 7, 5, 7 

 
 
C#, D, E, F 
  
 

151 [7] (A) 
m.152 
13 (Bb), 13 (D), 13 (C#), 13 
(A), 13 (Bb) 

m.151 
5, 2, 10, 3, 9, 4, 8, 
5, 7, 6, 5, 8, 5, 3 

A, Bb, C#, 
D, E, F 

157 
11 (F), 11(D), 13 (E), 
12 (F), 10 (C#), 11 
(E), 8 (E), 6 (E), 4 (E), 
2 (E), 5 (E) 160 

[8] (C#) 
m.161 
13 (A), 13 (Bb), 12 (D), 10 
(A), 7 (A), 5 (A), 3 (A), 6 
(A) 

m.161 10, 3, 9, 4, 
6, 6, 5, 5, 3, 4, 2, 3, 
1, 2 

A, E (Bb, D) 

Pitch 
set G, A, Bb, C#, D A, C#, D, E, F   

 
Table 3-8: Relationship between bass clarinet and cello in the large B section 

 
 
3.2.2 Conclusion of the Large B Section 

The entire section B is unified differently from A. Treble piano and marimba 

present steady beat horizontal lines but create an ambiguous circumstance because their 

pitch cycles and rhythmic cycles are never performed the same way between these two 

parts. The pitch set of these two layers is coordinated by increasing units. The bass piano 
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provides a longer rhythmic cycle accent pattern above these horizontal lines, which is 

also created by increasing units. Then bass clarinet and cello provide a very long melody 

based on a rhythmic pattern featuring half-step conflicts. Different from A, B is based 

more on progressive groupings, that is, the number of the groupings including both pitch 

and rhythm are regularly increasing, in the pitch set of treble piano and marimba and the 

rhythmic cycle of the bass piano cluster chord pattern. 

 
3.3 Large C Section 

The final contrasting section C, featuring a 5/8 time signature, begins at measure 

171, after a one-beat pause. This section contains two subsections, separated by the whole 

measure rest at measure 207: (c1) (mm. 171-206) and (c2) (mm. 208-362). The entirety 

of C focuses on rhythm, especially (c2). Section (c1) features a kind of permutation 

similar to A, but (c2) features decreasing units of glitch measures to enhance intensity 

over the repetitive pattern.     

 
3.3.1 Section (c1) 

3.3.1.A Permutation Concept in (c1) 

Rhythmically, this section has constructed a gesture of four measures patterns of 

5/8. There are four different 5/8 structures, (3, 2), (2, 3), (4, 1), and (1, 4). (X, Y) 

indicates how the 5/8 pattern is grouped in eighth-notes (Figure 3-19). For instance, (3, 2) 

means that 5/8 is grouped three plus two eighth-notes. In (c1), these structures (X, Y) are 

expressed by bass clarinet, tom tom and low brake drum on (X), then cello, marimba and 

high brake drum on (Y). Piano always plays a set of bass and treble pitches on the first 

two eighths of a measure to define a solid 5/8 pattern.  
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   (3, 2) grouping of 5/8  (2, 3) grouping of 5/8 
 

    
 
 

 
   (4, 1) grouping of 5/8  (1, 4) grouping of 5/8 
 

    
 
 

Figure 3-19: (3, 2), (2, 3), (4, 1), and (1, 4) pattern in (c1) 
 
 
 

Section (c1) starts with the gesture (3, 2)(2, 3)(2, 3)(3, 2). Then, the pattern will 

change by inserting one or more (4, 1) and/or (1, 4) patterns. This small section is 

concluded (1, 4)(4, 1)(4, 1)(1, 4), before a tutti measure rest at 207 (Table 3-9). This is 

the same method used to create the rhythmic structure in A, but the permutation pattern is 

not as strict. In addition to the piano pattern at the beginning of each measure, the bass 

drum always plays on the eighth-note before the first and third measure of each cycle 

(that is, the last eighth-note of the second and fourth cell) to outline a four-measure 

pattern. 
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• (X, Y) indicates groupings of 8th notes in a measure of 5/8. 
• Orange highlights indicate insertions of (4, 1) groupings. 
• Yellow highlights indicate insertions of (1, 4) groupings. 

 

Gesture 

bar cycle 1 2 3 4 

171 1 ( 3 ,  2 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) 

175 2 ( 3 ,  2 ) ( 1 ,  4 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) 

179 3 ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) ( 1 ,  4 ) 

183 4 ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) 

187 5 ( 1 ,  4 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) ( 1 ,  4 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) 

191 6 ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) 

195 7 ( 3 ,  2 ) ( 1 ,  4 ) ( 1 ,  4 ) ( 3 ,  2 ) 

199 8 ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 2 ,  3 ) ( 1 ,  4 ) 

203 9 ( 1 ,  4 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) ( 4 ,  1 ) 
 

Table 3-9: 4 measure of 5/8 pattern in (c1) (mm. 171-206) 
 
 
3.3.1.B Harmony in (c1) 

Harmonically, (c1) features half-step motion and pitch conflicts, as in section B. 

This section has the most intricate harmonic structures in the piece since dyad layers 

relate closely to each other. There are three harmonic layers which include the following; 

1. bass clarinet and bass piano, 2. cello and marimba, 3. treble piano. Layer 1 has to be 

considered in relation to Layer 2, since bass clarinet and cello create a siren-like 

crescendo figure at all times, in rhythmic unison with bass piano and marimba. Layer 1 

also provides a bass line with a relationship to the treble piano. Every harmonic 

instrument always plays a dyad; cello and marimba always have perfect 5th, bass piano 

always has a perfect 4th and octave. None of these parts has a specific harmonic pattern 
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except treble piano. The dyad in treble piano has a four-measure long interval structure of 

– unison, step conflict, unison, step conflict – throughout the section; X/X, Y/X, Y/Y, 

Z/Y. The relationship between X and Y is half/whole-step apart. Z is the only flexible 

part, but still half/whole-step apart from the root. For example, treble piano has A/A, 

Bb/A, Bb/Bb, A/Bb in cycle 1 and A/A, G/A, G/G, G#/G in cycle 2 (Table 3-10).  

Although there is no consistent harmonic relation between all layers, there is 

some cohesion. The bass clarinet and cello parts, a crescendo outlining a rhythmic 

structure, present the two parts relationship in the section remarkably. As is shown as a 

blue, red and dotted line in Table 3-10, it is mostly related to common tones and stepwise 

motion. There are only a few skips, notated as a dotted line in the section. As a result of 

this progression, there are only a few measures that present consonances, without half-

step conflicts between bass clarinet and cello, indicated purple in Table 3-10. The 

consonant measures are mostly placed toward the end of the cycle and section. This kind 

of structure can be seen with other combinations of layers such as bass piano and treble 

piano. Because of the complicated relationship between layers, this section has only two 

consonant measures at the beginning and the end, highlighted blue in Table 3-10. This is 

the last section where harmony is moving before reaching the recapitulation at measure 

363 because (c2) fully focuses on rhythmic activities. 
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Key to Table 3-10 
 

• (X, Y) indicates groupings of 8th notes in a measure of 5/8. 
• Slashed notes indicate double stop; high/low. 
• Treble piano has an interval structure of [unison, step conflict, unison, step conflict] in a pattern.  

X/X, Y/X, Y/Y, Z/Y (X and Y is half/ whole-step apart, Z is the only flexible part, but still 
half/ whole-step apart from root.) 
Ex). A/A, Bb/A, Bb/Bb, A/Bb (cycle 1) A/A, G/A, G/G, G#/G (cycle 2) 

• Bass piano notes are played with a perfect 4th and an octave above. 
• Bass piano and bass clarinet are in unison. 
• Bass piano and bass clarinet are all stepwise motion besides big red arrow, between cycles 3&4 

and in cycle 8. 
• Orange highlights indicate insertions of (4, 1) groupings. 
• Yellow highlights indicate insertions of (1, 4) groupings. 
• Blue highlights indicate consonant measures. 
• Purple highlights indicate unison/consonant in bass clarinet and cello. 

(except purple highlights, bass clarinet and cello always have stepwise conflict.)  
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Table 3-10: Overall structure of (c1) 
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3.3.2 Section (c2) 

3.3.2.A Decreasing Units in (c2) 

(c2) is the last contrasting section before the recapitulation. It begins after a 

measure rest at 207. Compared with (c1), which involves a loose permutation formula, 

(c2) section stays strictly on the pattern (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) as a gesture. To facilitate 

analysis, I have grouped series of gestures into “cycles:” The first cycle is comprised of 

five gestures; all subsequent cycles contain four gestures.   

An interesting feature of (c2) is how glitch is inserted into the pattern. All parts 

play in rhythmic unison at the beginning, after which percussion (bass drum and snare) 

starts playing an independent line, beginning in measure 223. Cello eventually introduces 

a long melodic line at the end of the second cycle, but a rhythmic outline, (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 

2)(2, 3), is always performed by the rest of the ensemble, which reinforces powerful 

rhythmic activities. What makes this section most interesting is the percussion (bass drum 

and snare drum) part and glitches. The percussion part is focused on the (6, 5, 4, 5) 

pattern, a total of 20 eighths over four measures of 5/8 (Figure 3-20.1), with bass drum 

always emphasizing the second grouping of each measure (Figure 3-20.2). This bass 

drum pattern resembles Afro-Cuban music and Reggae, where the bass drum is always in 

the middle of a measure instead of on the downbeat. It is combined with the simple high 

and low melodic line on piano and marimba in each measure. This percussion emphasis 

on the second half of a measure provides forward motion to the ensemble. Odd meter 

music tends to emphasize the downbeat to clarify the grouping, but also gives a head 

heavy feeling, which concludes each measure. Because Lang places the bass drum in 

mid-measure, (c2) has a sense of rolling forward motion. 
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3-20.1: Basic percussion (bass drum and snare) pattern (mm. 208-348) 
 

 
 

3-20.2: Application over 4 measures of 5/8 
• Bass drum is always placed on the second half of each grouping. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-20: Percussion part in (c2) 
 
 

All 3/8 measures in (c2), which cut off two eighths of the normative 5/8, 

constitute glitches. As shown in Table 3-11, Lang uses a glitch measure to maintain 

rhythmic excitement. At first glance, glitch measures appear to be irregularly distributed 

in (c2), though the number of glitch(es) in a cycle increases towards the end (Table 3-11). 

Then the glitches are finally transformed into a 3/8 pattern at measure 349. It is actually a 

decreasing number grouping of measures (regressive grouping), which is opposite to 

section B. Lang groups the measures over the gestures using a glitch measure. The first 

fifteen measures of this section don’t contain any glitch, but after the (2, 3) glitch 

measure 223 at the end of cycle 1, gesture 4, there are fourteen measures before the 

appearance of the next glitch measure (Table 3-12). Then the grouping of the measures 

between glitches is reduced by one each time until successive glitch measures at cycle 9, 

gesture 2. Thus, the section is constructed of fifteen measures of the original pattern 
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following after 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 of groupings of measures 

separated by glitch (Table 3-12). 

• Yellow highlight indicates a measure of glitch. 
• 2 indicates cuts off the 2 side of a measure in a glitch. 

Bar Cycle Gesture 1 Gesture 2 Gesture 3 Gesture 4 Gesture 5 

208 1 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3) 

225 2 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

241 3 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

257 4 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

273 5 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

289 6 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

305 7 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

321 8 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)  

337 9 (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3) (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 3)   

349 10 (3, 3, 3)     

352 11 (3, 3) (3, 3) (3, 3) (3, 3) (3, 3) 

362 12 (3)     

Table 3-11: Rhythmic structure of (c2) 
 
• Yellow highlight indicates a measure of glitch. 
• 2 indicates cuts off the 2 side of a measure in a glitch. 

 
Table 3-12: Decreasing units in (c2) 
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Since Lang utilizes snare drum to fill in the rhythmic outline (2, 3)(3, 2)(3, 2)(2, 

3), snare drum is almost always played alone – that is, there are almost never 

simultaneous attacks by any other instrument – and it defines different types of glitches. 

There are two different 3/8 glitch measures; two eighths plus one eighth-rest or an eighth 

rest sandwiched by eighth-notes (Figure 3-21). A Glitch is a modified pattern, but in this 

case, Lang focused on the moment where a snare drum naturally comes based on the 

original pattern, then puts other layers around it. Thus, since snare drum is never played 

on the down beat, there are two different glitches (3/8 measure) (Figure 3-21). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-21: Two pattern of glitches in (c2) 
 

After a pattern is transformed into a two-measure cycle of 3/8 at measure 354, 

Lang adds a 2/8 snare pattern. Since all melodic instruments except cello have unison 

rhythm playing the first two eighths on each measure, and bass drum plays the second 

beat, it creates a polyrhythm of 2 against 3 (Figure 3-22). This unison rhythm and 

polyrhythm with long high notes presented by cello create the climactic moment before 

the recapitulation. 
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• Higher pitch = snare drum; lower pitch = bass drum. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-22: 2 over 3 snare pattern in (c2) 
 
 
 
3.3.2.B Harmony and Melody in (c2) 

Harmonically, (c2) is the simplest section in the piece, since each instrument stays 

on the same pitch set pattern throughout. Bass clarinet, cello, and marimba always have, 

respectively, pitch patterns (G, F| F, E| E, D| D, G), (G, G| G, A/G| A, A| G/A, G), and 

(A, G| A, G| A, G| A, G) (vertical line indicates bar line) until 348. The piano plays slash 

chords, alternating between a D minor triad on A7b9 omitting 3rd59, and an A major triad 

on G minor triad until measure 348 (Figure 3-23.1). These chords could be interpreted as 

A-7(b9, 11, 13 omit 3), which can be understood as sus9 with extension, and G-(9, 

#11,13) (Figure 3-23.2). As in (c1), these two chords are based on stepwise motion 

(Figure 3-23.3). This harmonic simplicity, a restriction to two chords, indicates that this 

section is, like A, focused on rhythm. The melodic line emphasizes a high and low 

pattern in each measure, beside bass clarinet, which has its own four measure long 

melody throughout. The bass drum always supports the lower note on the second half of 

each measure. 

 
 
 

 
                                                
59 It means A triad plus b7 and b9 omitting 3rd (A, E, G, Bb). 
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3-23.1: Piano Harmony in (c2) 
 

 

 
 

3-23.2: Reordered Piano Harmony in (c2) 
 

 

 
 

3-23.3: Stepwise motion in Piano Harmony in (c2) 
 

 

 
Figure 3-23: Piano Harmony in (c2) 

 

 
Cello adds a long horizontal melody over primal rhythmic activity from the end of 

the second cycle. Since (c2) is based on simple harmony and repetitive rhythmic patterns, 

it is important to observe independent layers such as the snare drum and cello parts. 

Interestingly, cello has its own groupings of eighth-notes, and never starts on the 
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downbeat. Grouping of eighths starts (20, 20, 20, 18), then reducing the number of 20 to 

(20, 18) (Table 3-13). These groupings do not align with glitches. Even though there is 

not a consistent rhythmic pattern, it is obvious Lang utilizes decreasing phrase lengths to 

impart musical structure. Further, cello phrases always start at the last eighth-note of a 

measure in both 5/8 and 3/8. This phrasing makes the meter ambiguous, and since it is 

always syncopated, this is another element of forward motion. 

 

 

Measure Gesture 1 Gesture 2 Gesture 3 Gesture 4 Gesture 5 

239 (20, 20, 20, 18)     

 (20, 20, 18) (20, 20, 18) (20, 20, 18)   

 (20, 18) (20, 18) (20, 18) (20, 18) (20, 18) 

 (18, 18, 14) (12, 9, 9) (16) (12)  

 
Table 3-13: Cello horizontal line from 5th beat of measure 239 

 

 

Melodically, these long cello lines feature stepwise motion (Table 3-14), 

especially in half-steps (Table 3-15). These conjunct motions often bridge rhythmic 

gestures (Table 3-14 and Table 3-15). Lang includes all twelve pitches in the cello part, 

but focuses on six (Eb, E, F, G, Ab, Bb). The remaining pitches each occur once toward 

the end of the section. Importantly, for cohesion in these long, ambiguous lines, Lang 

utilizes short melodic repetitions (Table 3-16), as in A. 
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• The first (F) is from when the pitch set starts changing at measure 238. 
• (X, X, X, X) brackets indicate rhythmic gestures. 
• Stepwise motion often links rhythmic gestures. 
• A indicates that it is one octave lower than others. 
•                    indicates stepwise motion. 

 

 
 

Table 3-14: Cello stepwise motion in (c2) 
 

 
 
 

• The first (F) is from when the pitch set starts changing at measure 238. 
• (X, X, X, X) brackets indicate rhythmic gestures. 
• Half-step motion often links rhythmic gestures. 
• A indicates that it is one octave lower than others. 
•                   indicates half-step motion. 

 

 
 

Table 3-15: Cello half-step motion in (c2) 
 
 
 
 

• The first (F) is from when the pitch set starts changing at measure 238. 
• (X, X, X, X) brackets indicate rhythmic gestures. 
• Stepwise/half-step motion often links rhythmic gestures. 
• A indicates that it is one octave lower than others. 
• The same highlight color indicates melodic repetition. 
• Pitch C, D, Db, F#, A, B appears only once, toward the end. 

 

 
 

Table 3-16: Cello melodic repetitions in (c2) 
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3.3.2.C Bass note and Snare drum 

Simultaneous with the cello entrance, bass clarinet and piano introduce bass 

notes. These are strictly related to the snare drum part. As shown in Figure 3-24, these 

bass notes are always sounded in rhythmic unison with the snare drum. 

 
• example is extracted from measures 261-264. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-24: Relationship between snare drum and bass note (mm. 241-353) 
 
 
3.3.3 Conclusion of the Large C Section 

C is an excellent example of how Lang utilizes simple permutation and decreasing 

units concepts to develop the musical gestures along with adding the layers. (c1) is based 

on loosely permutated units of four measures of 5/8 along with an intricate harmonic 

pattern.  (c2) is constructed on simple chords and a steady rhythm pattern, but glitches 

based on decreasing groupings make the music exciting, while adding a horizontal layer 

to keep freshness in the music. 
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3.4 Final Thoughts:  Overall Form and Coordination 

During the process of analysis, I cut and extracted the audio files of each large 

section, revealing interesting relationships between large sections. The durations of large 

section A, B, C, and Recap A are approximately, respectively, 4, 2, 4, and 1 minute. 

Counting the total number of the eight-notes in each section, the tempo never varies, the 

number of eighths in each section should have similar proportion to the sections’ 

durations. Table 3-17 presents the duration and number of eighth-notes in each section. 

Each large section A, B, C, and recap A are almost precisely in a proportion of 4: 2: 4: 1 

(Table 3-17). 

 

• 1 beat pause at measure 170. 
 

Section Duration Measures Number 
of 8th note 

A 4min 1-113 888 

B 2min 114-160 444 

C 4min 171-362 882 

A recap 1min 363-388 196 

 
Table 3-17: Length of the sections 

 
 
 

Considering the musical features of each section (Table 3-18) and its duration, it 

is notable that B is half the length of A and C. B section is the only section featuring a 

horizontal melodic line and longer rhythmic groupings. It is also the only section that 

does not contain exact repetitions. The other sections feature short permutation patterns 

and decreasing units to create exciting rhythmic activities and vertical motion. B, which 
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is thus less intense than A or C, appears to be shorter, in order not to lose intensity, while 

providing contrast.  

 
 

Section Measures Musical features 

A 1-113 
• Short permutational gestures. 
• Large interval jump on melody. 
• Vertical/ jerky feeling. 

B 114-160 
• Longer rhythmic grouping using increasing units. 
• Long horizontal melodic line constructed on mostly steps. 
• Horizontal and smooth feeling. 

   C 

(c1) 171-206 
• 4 bar pattern with loose permutation. 
• Melody consists of mostly common tone or step-wise motion. 
• Intricate harmony. 

(c2) 207-362 
• 4 bar pattern of 5/8 with decreasing units of glitch. 
• Harmony stays exactly the same. 
• Rhythm focus on vertical/jerky activities. 

Recap A 363-388 
• Short permutational gestures. 
• Large interval jumps on melody. 
• Vertical/jerky feeling. 

 
Table 3-18: Musical features of each section 

 
 

Lang utilizes rhythmic groupings as a structural device. In particular, he employs 

advantages of the permutation concept and increasing/decreasing units, along with 

repetition and glitch/stretch. The permutation concept can be heard throughout the piece, 

but A section presents the concept most forthrightly. Other sections are based more on 

increasing/decreasing numbers of units. 

Lang’s use of groupings of notes is very architectural and mathematical, which 

evokes serial music conceptually, but not at all in sound. Regarding the difference 

between this music and serialism, most significant is the recognition of the rest. Lang 

counts rests as a part of the grouping, but typically serial music does not. This difference 
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has a huge effect even if both musics are often play in strict tempo. Since Lang structures 

the grouping of notes with rests as a unit, his music is unified and coherent. 
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Chapter 4 : Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~    

Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~ features a steady and simple catchy pattern that 

departs from that symmetry, gradually transforming into complex polyrhythmic 

ensembles. It ends dramatically, frantically reprising materials from previous sections. It 

represents my musical aesthetic philosophy, that music is comprised of organized sounds 

in the context of time, and that compositions should bear listening multiple times, which 

requires a balance between artistry, experimentation, and appeal. 

Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~ is inspired by the rhythmic concept of Mirror 

(2006), jazz guitarist and the University of Michigan professor Miles Okazaki’s debut 

album, and David Lang’s 1993 breakthrough composition cheating, lying, stealing. Both 

composers are known for their own unique rhythmic concepts. Okazaki’s Mirror is 

focused on a variety of rhythmic concepts, applied to both jazz and classical contexts. 

The modern minimalist Lang is known for his concept of rhythmic permutation.  

Saṃsāra is based throughout on the simple rhythm ( ) and its 

permutations, which are sometimes shortened and at other times concatenated into longer 

patterns. The combination of the permutations of basic figures provides a sense of 

asymmetrical meter, juxtaposed against a group measure of 4/4. Because at least one part 

always keeps a repetitive rhythmic pattern in common time, the music is always 

polyrhythmic. Thus, each part may appear simple, while ensemble coordination is always 

challenging. 

The solo part in the middle sections, measures 87-93 and 153-164, is based on 

rhythmic mirror form and palindromic melody. Harmonically, Saṃsāra features slash 
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chords, triads with an independent and typically dissonant bass line, and a unique and 

intricate progression of pentatonic and synthetic modes. 

 
4.1 Overall Structure 

Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra is in five large sections, based on characteristic 

musical features:  Intro: measures 1-40, A: measures 41-117, B: measures 119-202, C: 

measures 203-251, and Ending: measures 252-269 (Table 4-1). Intro presents the primary 

motives of the piece and sets up the feel. A and B features the work’s theme, mirror form, 

and palindrome solos. C is the work’s climax. The Ending, after the metric modulation 

represents the mirror form with a fast and powerful melody. Detailed analysis appears in 

the following paragraphs. 
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Large 
section Medium Section Measure # Chapter # Musical Features 

Intro Intro 
1-8 4.1.1 Chorale Theme 

9-40 4.1.2 Intro basic motives 

A 

Theme 41-56 4.1.3 Theme 

Hit I 57-60 --------  

Cyclical Structure  

61-80 

4.1.4 

Slash chord 

81-86 8th note based solo 

87-97 Rhythmic palindrome solo  

Hit II 98-101 --------  

Bridge I 
102-109 

4.1.5 
I.A 

110-117 I.B 

 BREAK 118 --------  

B 

Modified Theme 119-134 4.1.6  

Hit I’ 135-138 --------  

Cyclical Structure 

139- 

4.1.7 

Cyclical augmented progression 

147-152 8th note solo 

153-164 16th note palindrome solo 

Transitional 
Material 

165-174 
4.1.8 

TR1, Cannon 

179-184 TR2, Vertical Mirror 

Bridge II 185-202 4.1.9  

 
 

C 

Climax 203-210 4.1.10  

Transitional 
Material 

211-218 
4.1.11 

TR3, Vertical Mirror 

219-224 TR2, Vertical Mirror 

Bridge I’ 
225-232 

4.1.12 
I.A’ 

233-243 I.B’ 

BREAK 244 --------  

Modified Climax 245-251 4.1.13  

 Metric Modulation 253-257 4.1.14  

Ending Ending 258-269 4.1.15  
 

Table 4-1: Overall structure of Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~ 
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4.1.1 Intro Chorale Theme (mm. 1-8) 

 The piece begins with a chorale rendition of the main theme (mm. 41-56). 

4.1.2 Intro Basic Motives (mm. 9-40) 

 The primary rhythmic motif is introduced after the chorale style presentation of 

the theme. Marimba 4 sets up the fundamental groove of the piece with its signature 

rhythm (Figure 4-1.1), which is sometimes adapted to an Afro-Brazilian feel, as in 

measures 25-32 (Figure 4-1.2). The secondary rhythmic motif is also introduced in this 

section in Marimba 3 (Figure 4-1.3). Both patterns are transformed into eighth-note based 

patterns in the later sections, where the primary rhythmic motif is presented in its 

variations and permutational patterns. Marimba 1 and 2 supply the layers of rolls, 

rhythmic accents, and occasional melodic patterns to maintain the freshness on the I-V 

simple alternation of the chords. 

 
4-1.1: Bass line, Marimba 4 
 

 
 
 

4-1.2: Afro-Brazilian adaptation of original pattern, Marimba 4 
 

 
 
 

4-1.3: Accompaniment part, emphasis on all offbeat eighth-notes, Marimba 3 
 

      
 

Figure 4-1: Intro, Marimba 3 and 4 pattern 
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4.1.3 Theme (mm.41-56) 

The music starts moving forward from measure 41. While Marimbas 3 and 4 

maintain the fundamental rhythm patterns using the new chord progression, Marimba 2 

introduces a snaky sixteenth-note based line along with spacy rhythmic accents on 

Marimba 1. Finally, the theme is presented at measure 49 with full accompaniment. 

4.1.4 Cyclical Structure with Slash Chord (mm. 61-97) 

After the theme ends with a strong unison tag, a cyclical structure is presented at 

measure 61. (It is basically the same as a mirror form, but the reason for the name 

change, and the definition will be provided in 4.2.1.A) The combination meter consists of 

8/8, 7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, and each measure (grouping of eighth-notes) is 

outlined by the modified primary rhythm pattern (Figure 4-1.1) in Marimba 4. This 

cyclical meter pattern decreasing and increasing the number of eighth-notes is 

transformed into six measures of 4/4 time at measure 75. Containing the exact same 

number of eighth-notes, 64. After the few cycles of the progressions, Marimba 2 

introduces an eighth-note based solo part. It progresses into a sixteenth-note based line at 

measure 87. 

4.1.5 Bridge I (mm. 102-117) 

After having another brief tag, frantic Bridge I.A begins at measure 102. The 

section consists 9/8 six times and 5/8 patterns twice, though written as eight measures of 

4/4. Each of the 9/8 and 5/8 patterns could be subdivided into 2/8+3/8+4/8 and 2/8+3/8. 

Bridge I.B starting at measure 110 is based on the same rhythmic groupings as Bridge 

I.A, but it is grouped as 5/8+4/8 to create 9/8 pattern. 
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4.1.6 Modified Theme (mm. 119-134) 

The theme is represented one whole-step higher after the brief two beat pause at 

measure 119. Since the rhythmic pattern of Bridge I.B is retained in this section, the 

accompaniment parts are modified to fit into the grouping of the patterns, which means 

the melody is the only part to hold the sense of 4/4 

4.1.7 Cyclical Structure with Augmented Progression (mm. 139-164) 

After another brief tag, the cyclical structure reappears at measure 139. The 

rhythmic structure is same as the first cyclical structure, but the harmonic progression is 

also cycled in this section. An outlined augmented chord progression is perfectly matched 

with the cyclical rhythmic structure to create a mirror form. In this section, a variation of 

pentatonic scale is applied to each chord with one overlapping common tone between the 

chords. A sixteenth-note based solo establishes a palindrome, with its axis around the 

middle of measure 156. 

From measure 159, the harmonic, rather than the rhythmic structure is changed. 

The symmetrical augmented chord-based harmonic structure is replaced by a diminished 

chord outlined structure, which still creates a harmonic mirror form. This mirror structure 

allows the creation of another palindromic melody based on the pentatonic scale. This 

section finally leads into the second reduced cyclical structure (7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 3/8, 4/8, 

5/8, 6/8) for following canonic section, but since measure 159 serves as a pivot (axis) 

measure, the section remains six measures long. 

4.1.8 Transitional Materials (mm. 165-184) TR1: Canon, TR2: Vertical Mirror 

 The section starting at measure 165 is a Canon based on the materials presented in 

the Intro on Marimba 1. The rhythmic structure is still based on the reduced cyclical 
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structure. This section connects to new transitional material. The transition section from 

measure 179 is based on sort of Indian reduction rhythmic cycle, which consists of 8/8, 

7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 4/8, with three times of 3/16+4/8 which serves as a “tihai” to conclude 

the section. Each of the patterns is a reduction of the 8/8 measure at the beginning of the 

section. It vertically mirrors simultaneous prime and inversion forms in pitch between 

Marimba 2 and 3. (It will be discussed in the later paragraphs) 

4.1.9 Bridge II (mm. 185-202) 

Bridge II starts as a cadential point of TR2. It starts as a single layer, which is the 

first time in this piece, by Marimba 3. The entire section is based on 3/4+3/4+5/16+2/4. 

Marimba 3 sets up the basic groove of this section. Each 3/4 and 5/16+2/4 makes a short 

phrase, which is grouped as 2/16+3/16+2/16+2/16+3/16 in 3/4 and 2/16+3/16+2/16+2/16 

+2/16+2/16 in 5/16+2/4. These combinations of 2/16 and 3/16 groupings are succeeded 

from the previous section. Then each layer is added on every four measures to build 

toward the Climax. 

4.1.10 Climax (mm. 203-210) 

At measure 203, the first climax section is presented. This section is based on 

unison rhythm and is one of the most powerful sections of the piece. The section employs 

four repetitions of a 4/4 plus 3/4 pattern, which combined contain a total of 56 eighths. 

4.1.11 Transitional Materials (mm. 211-224) TR3 and TR2: Vertical Mirror, TR3 

(mm. 211-218), and TR2 (mm. 219-224) 

Following the Climax, another transitional section based on the vertical mirror 

between Marimba 1 and 4 from measure 211-224. This section is constructed of two 

repetitions of 7/8+3/4+7/8+4/4, which combined also contain a total of 56 eighth-notes. 
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4.1.12 Bridge I’ (mm. 225-243): Bridge I.A’ (mm. 225-232) and Bridge I.B’ (mm. 

233-243) 

The Bridge I’ is based on the same material as the first time but it is presented a 

half-step higher. 

4.1.13 Modified Climax (mm. 245-251) 

 The Modified Climax is constructed with the same musical materials but 

modifying the rhythm between phrases. A number of small melodic motifs (Figure 4-2) 

are added to create a variation of melody. The 3/8 pattern is repeated three times in 5/4 

measure at measure 251, a preparation for the metric modulation that begins in the 

following measure. 

 
• pitches are from Marimba 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-2: 3/8 rhythm pattern in the Climax section 
 
 
4.1.14 Metric Modulation (mm. 253-257) 

The 3/8 pattern, which is the duration of a dotted quarter-note, is subdivided to the 

dotted eighth-notes and dotted sixteenth-notes at measure 252 and 253. A dotted 

sixteenth-note sets up the new eighth-note starting from measure 253. 

4.1.15 Ending (mm. 258-269) 

 The ending of this piece is a recapitulation of the cyclical rhythmic structure and 

it is written in a combination meter because it is presented in rhythmic unison with none 

of the layers continuing to keep common time. Since this section comes after the metric 
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modulation, the tempo of the piece is 4/3 times faster than before, and music is entirely 

based on the sixteenth-note to create a sense of the ending. 

 
4.2 Rhythmic Structures  

As mentioned above, I composed this piece based on my analysis of works of 

Okazaki and Lang, which led me to focus on rhythmic structure. I utilized Okazaki’s 

mirror/symmetrical rhythmic form, mirror harmonic progression with pentatonic 

adaptation, and slash chords. From Lang, I adapted his permutation concept, 

increasing/decreasing units, repetition, and glitch and stretch. In this chapter, I will focus 

on discussing the rhythmic structure of the piece, which includes mirror rhythmic 

structure and odd groupings over 4/4. 

4.2.0 Motif (Cell) Applications 

The rhythmic structure of Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra includes mirror 

rhythmic structure and odd groupings over 4/4. To have compositional cohesion with 

intricate structural rhythm, I employed Lang’s cell principle. The original cell in this 

piece is a 4/8 pattern presented in the bassline played by Marimba 4 in the Introduction 

(Figure 4-1). Then I extracted variations of the pattern (Figure 4-3). The original pattern 

is based on sixteenth-note, but I stretch it to create eighth-note based variations. These 

variations are applied in various formats to produce the rhythmic structures. All of the 

rhythmic structures discussed in 4.2.1, 4.2.2.A, and 4.2.2.B are based on combinations of 

these cells. 
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Figure 4-3: Variations of rhythmic cells 
  

4.2.1 Cyclical Rhythmic Structure in 4/4  

4.2.1.A Original Cyclical Structure 

The cyclical rhythmic structure in Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra is the same 

structure used in “Howl” by Miles Okazaki. It was called “mirror form” in Chapter 2, but 

I rename it “cyclical structure” here, because it is not only a mirror but cycles itself with a 

proportional diminution in this composition. The cyclical rhythmic structures are placed 

in two different sections in the piece, the large section A and B, after the themes: 

measures 61-97 and 139-174. As shown in the analysis of “Howl,” the cyclical structure 

is presented in the combination meter the first time, then transformed into common 

meter. The combination meters 8/8, 7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8 (total 48 eighth-notes) 

from measures 61-68 (Figure 4-4) and 139-146 are transformed into six measures of 4/4 

time at measure 69 (Figure 4-5) and 147. The form has a symmetrical axis built around 
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8/8 and 4/8 in eighth-note groupings in 4/4. This metrical structure is presented from 

measures 61-92 and 139-158.  

Okazaki’s “Howl” is a work of contemporary jazz, whose instrumentation 

includes guitar, electric bass, soprano saxophone, alto saxophone, and drums. I chose not 

to use drums, which unite the grouping of eighth-notes and common time by playing the 

backbeat in Okazaki's work, and adapt to a chamber music setting. Instead of drumset, I 

put the rhythm shown in Figure 4-6 in Marimba 1, which emphasizes beats 2 and 4, over 

the structure to express a sense of 4/4 time. Even though the harmonies and bass line 

move along with the cyclical rhythmic structure, this marimba part ties the cyclical 

structure to common meter, and creates a sense of polyrhythm. 
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• Pitches are from measure 69. 
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 Figure 4-6: Marimba 1 pattern in the cyclical rhythmic structure 
 
 
4.2.1.B Reduced Cyclical Structure 

Though the cyclical rhythmic structure is unique in itself, it becomes less 

impressive when it is repeated multiple times. Thus, I modify the pattern to create 

variations. A variation of cyclical rhythmic structure always appears after the initial one. 

From measures 93-97 and 165-174, the pattern shifts to 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 

7/8 groupings of eighth-notes60, in total 40 eighth-notes, notated as five measures of 4/4. 

It merely decreases the number of units to create a condensed feel of the original 

structure. This idea is inspired by Lang’s concept of increasing/decreasing units. Like the 

original structure, the largest and smallest groupings of eighth-notes are the axes. Thus, I 

call this pattern a reduced cyclical structure (Figure 4-7). This condensed rhythmic cycle 

makes an audience feel that the music is accelerating. Because shifting groups of eighth-

notes are occurring more quickly than the original cyclical rhythmic structure, it enhances 

the rhythmic tension. The solo material and accompaniment materials are basically the 

same as the original cycle, but proportionally squeezed into shorter measures, which 

increases an intensity and jerkiness. 

 
 

                                                
60 The reduced cyclical structure in measures 165-174 is 7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8. 
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Figure 4-7: Reduced cyclical rhythmic structure, Marimba 4 (mm. 165-174) 
 
 
4.2.1.C Transition from Cycle to Cycle 

The transition from the original cyclical structure to the reduced one always 

bridges utilizing a pivot grouping. A reduced cycle 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8 

from measure 93 is connected by a 7/8 at measure 92, which is the last grouping of the 

original cycle at measure 92 (Figure 4-8). 

 

 
 

Figure 4-8: Transition from original to reduced cycle in the section A (mm. 92-97) 
 

For another reduced cyclical structure beginning at measure 160, the 8/8 grouping 

at measure 159 is a pivot measure to connect the original pattern to the reduced one 

(Figure 4-9). These two examples using pivot grouping allows transfer from the original 

to the reduced cycle without duplicating the same grouping of eighth-notes. This 

continually shifting of groupings of eighth-notes, which never include identical adjacent 
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groupings, over 4/4 time, is another reason that I call this structure as cyclical rhythmic 

structure. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-9: Transition from original to reduced cycle in the section B, Marimba 3 
and 4 (mm. 159-164) 

 
 

This pivot grouping idea is essentially the same as the traditional modulation 

theory’s pivot chord. A pivot chord makes the harmonic modulation smooth. The pivot 

groupings make a rhythmic progression smoothly modulate one to the other. Thus, the 

rhythmic cycles are gradually transformed from the six-measure pattern of the original 

rhythmic cycle to a reduced five-measure pattern in both sections. The groupings of 

eighth-notes are increasing and decreasing consistently in 4/4 time in measures 61-97 and 

139-174 (Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5, Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, and Figure 4-9). 

 
4.2.1.D Inner Grouping of the Cyclical Structure (Marimba 3) 

There is a secondary structural rhythmic layer in the first cyclical structure. 

Marimba 3 presents the double-time of the groupings of eighth-notes in measures 75-97. 

This inner grouping part is created by combinations of 4/8, 3/8, or 2/8 inspired by Lang's 

usage of increasing/decreasing units of notes (see 3.2.1.B and 3.3.2.A). For example, the 

8/8 grouping is constructed of 4/8 plus 4/8, and the 7/8 grouping is constructed of 4/8 

plus 3/8 (Figure 4-10). This inner grouping creates a double-time feel because it is based 
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on the sixteenth-note (Figure 4-3: variations of the original pattern), against the eighth-

note based cyclical structure played by Marimba 4 to enhance a musical tension. 

 
4.2.1.E Palindrome 

 As a part of mirror/cyclical rhythmic structure, I created a few perfect 

palindromes or rhythmic palindrome solos. Figure 4-11 shows a rhythmic palindrome 

solo on Marimba 2 from measures 87-92. To have real symmetry on the cyclical 

structure, the axis of palindromic rhythm is the center of the axis groupings of eighth-

notes. 
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Figure 4-12 shows the palindrome solo from measures 153-164. Because the 

cyclical rhythmic structure transfers from the original to the reduced cycle, there are 

multiple axes to maintain the palindrome. Axes are still in the center of each grouping of 

eighth-notes. This palindrome concept is derived from “Theme I” by Okazaki (see 2.1.1). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4-12: Marimba 2 palindromic solo (mm. 153-164) 
 
 
4.2.2 Odd Groupings Over 4/4   

4.2.2.A Bridge I.A 

Similar to cyclical rhythmic structure, I adapted odd groupings over a common 

time. Okazaki utilized odd groupings over common time in “Theme I,” which is based on 

9/8+9/8+9/8+5/8 (it is actually a 5/8+4/8+5/8+4/8+5/8+4/8+5/8 mirror structure). A total 

of 32 eighth-notes is presented in four measures of 4/4 time. I stretched the pattern twice 

as long, that is, six 9/8 plus two 5/8 patterns. (9/8+9/8+9/8+9/8+9/8+9/8+5/8+5/8) A total 

of 64 eighth-notes fits into eight measures of 4/4 time signature (Figure 4-13). This 
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pattern can be seen in Bridges I and I’ (mm. 102-117 and 225-243) and Modified Theme 

(mm. 119-134). 

 

 
 

Figure 4-13: Bridge I.A structure, (2/8+3/8+4/8) x 6 + (2/8+3/8) x 2 (mm. 102-109) 
 
 

There are two different types of inner groupings in this structure. The first one is 

9/8 grouping of eighth-notes (2/8+3/8+4/8), and 5/8 (2/8+3/8) (see Figure 4-13 and 

Figure 4-14). 9/8 can divide several ways, but I chose 2/8+3/8+4/8 since I adapted 

2/8+3/8, in 5/8 part to have cohesion. These small rhythmic units (cell) application are 

still based on 2.1.1 Rhythmic Analysis of “Theme I.”  

 These increasing units of eighth-notes provide a certain rhythmic nuance. 

Because they start with the smaller unit and end with a larger one, it creates a relaxing 

feeling. Since the highest voice of this section plays a very dense and frantic pattern, the 

fundamental structure is comprised of subdivided inner units of increasing lengths (2, 3, 4 

eighths), but also creates breathing space to contrast with treble voices. This structure can 

be seen Bridges I.A and I.A’ (mm. 102-109 and 225-232) (Figure 4-13). 
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• Pitches are from measures 102-103. 
 

 
  
 
Figure 4-14: 2/8, 3/8, 4/8 pattern at Bridge I.A and I.A’ (mm. 102-109 and 225-232), 

Marimba 3 and 4 
 
 
4.2.2.B Bridge I.B 

The other pattern also uses 5/8+4/8 inner units to express a 9/8 pattern. In this 

case, 5/8 and 4/8 patterns are not subdivided into any groupings (Figure 4-15). This 

pattern appears in the second half of the Bridge (Bridge I.B and B’: mm. 110-117 and 

233-240) (Figure 4-16) and Modified Theme (mm. 119-134). Since this 5/8+4/8 unit 

gives more space as a rhythmic unit than the previous Bridge I.A and I.A’, it serves as 

sort of cadential point of after the first half of the Bridge.  

 
 

• Pitches are from measures 110-111. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4-15: 5/8 and 4/8 pattern in Bridge I.B and B’ (mm. 110-117 and 233-240), 
Marimba 3 and 4 
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Figure 4-16: Bridge I.B structure (5/8+4/8) x 6 + 5/8 + 5/8 (mm. 110-117) 
 
 
 

This rhythmic structure stays the same after the brief 2/4 measure rest. The 

Modified Theme is whole-step higher than the original theme. The melody stays the same 

as the original in 4/4 time, but all the accompaniment parts are adjusted to a 

9/8+9/8+9/8+9/8+9/8+9/8+5/8+5/8 pattern. Thus, the melody is the only part expressing 

the common meter in this occasion (Figure 4-17). 
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Figure 4-17: Theme with modified accompaniment (mm. 119-126) 
 
 
4.2.2.C Transitional Material 2 (mm. 179-184) 

Another application of odd groupings over 4/4 is in the Transitional Material 2 

from measures 179-<184> and 219-<224>. (<measure> is written in 2/4 and it is the last 

measure of the section). The rhythmic structure of this section is 

8/8+7/8+6/8+5/8+4/8+4/8+(3/16x4)+(2/16x4), written as five measures of 4/4 plus one 

measure of 2/4. It combines Lang’s concept of decreasing units idea with the Indian 

reduction rhythmic structure. The number of the eighth-notes in the unit is reduced on 

each cycle.  

There is call and response inside within each unit. The “call” part is always four 

eighth-notes long, outlined by two dotted-eighths and one eighth-note (blue highlights in 

Figure 4-18). The length of the response is reduced each time by one eighth-note (4/8 to 

1/8), which creates forward motion toward the end of the section (Figure 4-18). 
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The last four instances of 3/16 and a 2/4 measure serves in the manner of the 

“tihai” of Indian music to conclude a section. Since 3/16x4 and the subsequent 2/4 

measure are based on the same melodic material, the 2/4 measure is 3/2 times 

proportionally faster than the previous measure.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-18: Transitional Material 2 (mm. 179-184) 
 
 
4.3 Metric Modulation  

One of my favorite compositional techniques in writing chamber music is a metric 

modulation. Metric modulation, also often called  

Tempo modulation (TM) is defined as a change of tempo by means of a 

shared durational unit. Since it follows a simple pivotal premise, TM 

provides an efficient way to achieve rhythmic complexity without 

imposing a high degree of performance difficulty. This kind of rhythmic 

activity operates on the level of subjective rhythmization.61  

                                                
61 Fernando Benadon, “Towards A Theory Of Tempo Modulation,” (Proceedings of the 8th  
International Conference on Music Perception and Cognition, August 3rd–7th, 2004), Evanston, Illinois, 
edited by S. D. Lipscomb, 563-66. Evanston, IL: Northwestern University, School of Music; Sydney, 
Australia: Causal productions. ISBN 1-876346-50-7 (CD-ROM). 
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It is also described thus:   

metric modulation is a change in pulse rate (tempo) and/or pulse grouping 

subdivision) which is derived from a note value or grouping heard before 

the change. The concept applies more specifically to shifts from one time 

signature/tempo (meter) to another, wherein a note value from the first is 

made equivalent to a note value in the second, like a pivot or bridge.62 

 
In chamber ensemble and band settings, a conductor is not always appropriate or 

necessary. Metric modulation is most useful when music requires a smooth tempo change 

without a conductor. I applied metric modulation immediately before the Ending to speed 

up proportionally. Dotted eighth-notes in measure 252 are setting the new tempo as a 

quarter note from measure 254 (Figure 4-19), Even though the actual metric modulation 

starts on measure 252, the last measure of the previous section, Modified Climax, 

measure 251 serves as a transition. From measures 251-253 the values of the rhythmic 

figures are sped up doubly in each measure (Figure 4-19). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4-19: Metric modulation (mm. 251-257) 
 
 

                                                
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267418333_TOWARDS_A_THEORY_OF_TEMPO_MODULA
TION (accessed April 09, 2018). 
62 Wikipedia, “Metric Modulation,” last edited on 24 July 2017. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_modulation. quoted in JSTOR, Topic: “Metric Modulation,” 
https://www.jstor.org/topic/metricmodulation/?refreqid=excelsior%3Ade4aa0e89ac6481d22b67de2560ce6
01 (accessed April 09, 2018). 
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The key to the metric modulation here is a translation from a quarter-note base to 

a dotted-eighth-note base. Since the proportion between quarter-note and dotted-eighth-

note is 1:3/4, a dotted-quarter-note is 4/3 times faster than quarter-note. The tempo of this 

piece is quarter-note = 120 beat from the beginning to measure 253. Thus, the new tempo 

at the Ending is quarter-note = 160 (Figure 4-20). To make the metric modulation 

smoother, I added measure 253, which provides evenly subdivided dotted-eighth-notes. 

This dotted-sixteenth-note become an eighth-note from measure 254. 3/8 measures from 

measures 254-257 serves not only as a transition of the metric modulation, but also as a 

cadential point before the Ending because it is such a distinctive rhythmic figure. Because 

the music does not directly proceed to the new quarter-note but to a 3/8 pattern first, still 

introducing a new sixteenth-note, the tempo shifts smoothly (Figure 4-19). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4-20: Metric modulation formula 
 
 
4.4 Rhythmic Cadence  

4.4.1 Minor Rhythmic Cadence 

 Rhythmic cadence is defined as “a characteristic rhythmic pattern that indicates 

the end of a phrase”63 by Benward and Saker. In the case of the traditional classical 

                                                
63 Bruce Benward, and Marilyn Saker, Music in theory and practice, vol.1,. 7th ed. (London, England: 
McGraw-Hill. 2003), p.91. ISBN 978-0-07-294262-0 
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setting, the note value tends to be larger at the rhythmic cadence, but it is not always the 

case in the contemporary classical music or jazz/pop rock. The modern sense of the 

rhythmic cadence involves rests after the rhythmic destinations, often the downbeat, and 

the syncopations. Cadence, in any case, is a resolution, thus, I intentionally eliminate 

rhythmic cadences to create rhythmic continuity and to maintain the intensity. There are 

several minor rhythmic cadential points, but most of those are pivoting one section to the 

other. It means that the last note of the previous section, which is a destination note, 

serves as the first note of the following section. A good example of a minor rhythmic 

cadence occurs at the end of Hit I. The last note of the phrase is the first note of the next 

section (measure 61). The same types of minor cadences with pivot notes at the end can 

be seen in measures 185 and 211. I intentionally avoid the rest after the destination using 

a pivot note, so as not to lose the intensity.  

In Hit I, I applied Lang’s glitch idea (see 3.1.5.B). Glitch, in this case, is a 

modified time signature at the end of the pattern. The music is written in 4/4 until the 

measure 59, but I adapt 3/8 in the last measure of Hit I to create a glitch. The pattern 

without the glitch measure on the first line of Figure 4-21 has the destination note with 

rests, highlighted red. This could have been a rhythmic cadence, but I omitted the red 

highlighted part, the same application Lang used in Figure 3-10. Thus, the new downbeat 

on measure 61 overlaps with a last note of Hit I to keep rhythmic continuity. As a result, 

downbeat of the measure 61, serves as sort of a cadence, but without full resolution 

(Figure 4-21).  
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Figure 4-21: Glitch measure at the end of Hit I (mm. 57-60) 

 
 
4.4.2 Major Rhythmic Cadence 

There are two additional major rhythmic cadences, at measure 118 after Bridge 

I.B (Figure 4-22) and measure 244 (Figure 4-23), after Bridge I.B’. The length of the 

rests is different in these examples, but there is common sense in their respective 

contexts. Both cadences come after strong syncopations and they are placed at the very 

end of Bridges, based on the highly intricate rhythmic structure (see 4.2.2.A and B). The 

Modified Theme and Modified Climax appear, respectively after the cadences. Thus, the 

function of these rhythmic cadences is providing breath points after peaks of intensity, 

“resets” before rendering the previously appearing material. 

 
 

Figure 4-22: Major rhythmic cadence 1 at measure 118 
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Figure 4-23: Major rhythmic cadence 2 at measure 244 
  
 
4.5 Harmonic Structure 

 A unique harmonic structure is another feature of this piece. It includes 

adaptations of slash chords, cyclical chord progressions, and unconventional scales. 

4.5.1 Slash Chord Progression 1 

One of the harmonic features of this piece is the slash chord. The slash chord is 

often considered an upper chord with an independent bass note. But in this piece, I 

applied slash chord theory from jazz, in which each upper chord retains one or two 

common-tones in the next chord, while other notes move in stepwise motion. Thus, even 

though each slash chord is a unique harmony, the chord progression has similarity with 

traditional harmony. Figure 4-24 presents the slash chord progression on the theme. 

While the bass line implies I, bii, ii, V on A, the upper chords are gradually shifts to V of 

A. Bb/A, and Gb/B feature the half-step conflict between the bass notes and upper 

chords, which is temporarily resolved in following measures on Bb minor and D/E. The 

entire cycle implies a ii-V-I progression. 
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Figure 4-24: Slash chord progression on Theme (mm. 41-56) 
 
 
4.5.2 Harmonic Cyclical Progressions 

 Like the rhythmic cyclical progression, I applied harmonic mirror form, which 

could be termed “harmonic cyclical progression.” I created three harmonic cycles: slash 

chord, augmented, and diminished progressions. 

 
4.5.2.A Slash Chord Progressions 2 

From measures 61-97, a mirror slash chord progression is applied to the cyclical 

rhythmic progression. Figure 4-25 shows slash chords symmetrically placed with the 

groupings of rhythm units.  

 
• Each measure indicates the rhythmic grouping. 
• The cyclical rhythm structure shifts to a reduced one in mm. 93-97. 

 
 

Figure 4-25: Slash chord progression on cyclical rhythmic structure (mm. 61-97) 
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Similar to the earlier slash chord progression, there is one common tone between 

chords and two pitches shift in stepwise motion (Figure 4-26). The unique feature of this 

progression is the major and minor 3rd progression on the upper triad. The first four 

upper major triads, B, D, F, and G#, outline a fully diminished 7ths chord. G# and E 

major triad around the axis, E/D, are a major 3rd apart. Also, the bass line outlines two 

major triads, Gb major and D major (Figure 4-26). This bass line is inspired by Okazaki’s 

“Howl” Theme B (see 2.2.4). As is shown in Figure 4-26, the progression of both upper 

triads and bass line mirror around B/A# and E/D, which are axes of the rhythmic 

grouping. This use of the slash chord and cyclical rhythmic structure is a modification of 

the technique in Okazaki's “Howl” (see 2.2.1 to 2.2.4). Each slash chord is adapted to the 

scale shown in Figure 4-27. It is obvious that the Marimba 2 solo at measures 87-97 is 

built on those scales. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4-26: Slash chord progression on the first cyclical structure (mm. 61-97) 
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Figure 4-27: Slash chord and scale relationship in the cyclical rhythmic structure 
(mm. 61-97) 

 
 
4.5.2.B  Augmented Chord Progression with Pentatonic Application 

On the second cyclical rhythmic progression in measures 139-158, an augmented 

chord progression is derived from Okazaki’s "Theme I" (see 2.1.2) and John Coltrane’s 

"Giant Steps." As the name implies, the augmented chord progression is based on the 

progression of major 3rds. The chords C7, Ab7, E7, C7, Ab7, C7, E7, Ab7 are placed 

symmetrically along with the cyclical rhythmic structure. Each chord is applied to the 

groupings of eighth-notes (Figure 4-28). In this cyclical harmonic progression, I applied a 

modified pentatonic scale to each chord, another idea derived from Okazaki’s "Theme I." 

I adapted a minor pentatonic structure, scale steps 1-3-4-5-7, from the Mixolydian scale 

(Figure 4-29). Many tribal/ethnic musics are similarly based on a pentatonic scale. 

Adapting major (1-2-3-5-6) or minor pentatonic structures from different modes create 

several unique ethnic pentatonic scales such as the traditional Japanese scale, which can 

be heard in Japanese folk song “Sakura” (“Cherry Blossom”), a major pentatonic 

structure from the Aeolian scale. The particular pentatonic scale I applied on this section 

is similar to the folk songs of the Southern island of Japan. In the Marimba 2 solo at 

measures 153-158, I used common-tones of each pentatonic scale (Figure 4-28) as pivot 

notes to connect each chord, creating two twelve-tone rows and their retrogrades (Figure 
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4-28). In this solo, each pitch set of the pentatonic scale is repeated twice in the same 

order to create a palindromic melody (Figure 4-30). 
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4.5.2.C Diminished Chord Progression with Pentatonic Application 

 In the reduced cyclical rhythmic progression, measures 159-164, I applied a 

diminished chord progression, outlining a fully diminished seventh chord. In the 

diminished chord progression, the first chord, C7, serves as a pivot chord as the last chord 

of the augmented chord progression (Figure 4-31). Thus, A7, Eb7, C7, F#7, A7, F#7, C7, 

Eb7, serves as one cycle (Figure 4-31). As a result, the key modulates from C in the 

augmented progression to A in the diminished 7th progression. The pentatonic scale 

application to each chord is exactly the same as an augmented chord progression, but 

since there are two common-tones between each pentatonic scale (Figure 4-32), four 

pentatonic scales create a twelve-tone pitch set (Figure 4-31). Figure 4-33 shows the 

palindromic melodies and pentatonic pitch set repetition. This second cycle of the 

diminished chord progression is also applied to the Transition Material 1(Canon) in the 

following section, and it will be discussed in 4.6 Recycling Materials. 
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4.5.3 Unconventional Scales 

4.5.3.A Diminished Whole-Half Scale 

Transitional Material 2 (TR 2) in measures 179-184 and 219-224 and Transitional 

Material 3 (TR 3) in measures 211-218 are both based on the diminished whole-half, or 

octatonic, scale. TR 2 is based on Ab and TR 3 on F, but the pitch content of both scales 

is identical (Figure 4-34). Because the scale is structured by the alternation of whole-step 

and half-step, it is easy to create a vertical mirror (symmetric) structure in these sections 

(Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36). 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4-34: Diminished whole-half scale in F and Ab 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4-35: TR 2 vertical mirror structure (mm. 179-184) 
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Figure 4-36: TR3 vertical mirror structure (mm. 211-218) 
 
 
4.5.3.B Dominant Scale b6  

 Another section utilizes an unconventional scale. In the Climax (mm. 203-210) 

and Modified Climax (mm. 245-251), the pitch set C, Db, E, F, G, Ab, Bb is employed. It 

is the 5th scale of F harmonic minor (Figure 4-37). Because this scale contains features of 

both minor (b6 and b7) and major scales (major 3rd) in C, it creates a unique melodic and 

harmonic texture. Since pitch “E” is excluded from the main melody, it can be 

understood as a C sus4 b9, an applied chord. This suspended 4 chord application is 

discussed in the next chapter. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-37: 5th scale of F harmonic minor 
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4.5.4 Use of Suspended 4 Chord  

 As I referred briefly to the suspended 4 chord application in the Climax in the 

previous chapter, there are numerous example of suspended 4 chord usage in this piece. 

There are basically three types of suspended 4 chord. The first is the sus4 b9 chord. This 

type of sus4 chord can be seen Hit I, I’, and II as well as the Climax. Because the original 

sus4 chord contains only perfect intervals, it creates a clear but dry sound. I wanted to 

add a slightly dark flavor by adding the b9. The half-step conflict between tonic and b9 

serves as a default harmony in many occasions in this piece. In the case of Hit I 

(Asus4/Bb), the bass note Bb functions as a b9.  

The second type of suspended 4 chord is the sus4 seven chord. I applied this 

chord in measures 175-178 to connect the diminished 7th cyclical harmonic progression 

to the diminished whole-half section. The sus4 seven chord fits well in the harmonic 

transition from major to diminished because of its neutrality with dominant 7th flavor.  

The last type of sus4 is a progression, which contains both sus4 b9 and sus4 seven 

chords. This progression appears in Bridge I.A (Esus4/F, Esus4/E, Fsus4/Eb, Ebsus4/F#) 

and Bridge I.B (Esus4/F, Esus4/E, Fsus4/Eb, Ebsus4/Bb) as well as its variation in the 

latter section. Because of its neutrality, suspended 4 chord is very useful not to express an 

obvious major or minor tonality, but it is useful to create an ambiguity. Thus, it fits well, 

especially in the Transition. 

 
4.6 Recycling Material (TR 1 Canon 4.1.8 and Ending 4.1.15) 

As shown in 4.1 Overall Structure and 4.2.0 Motif (Cell) Applications, one of the 

organizing principles of this composition is the reutilization of materials. At Transitional 
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Material 1, measures 165-174, I created a canonic section, reusing the previously 

appearing material. I extracted four small melodic patterns from the accompaniment part 

(Marimba 1) of the Intro (Figure 4-38). Since the harmonic progression of TR1 

(diminished cyclical progression) is more complex than the Intro, these melodic patterns 

are carefully transposed to fit into each chord based on the dominant scale (Figure 4-39). 

As shown in Figure 4-38 and Figure 4-39, the order of the melodic materials in the canon 

is basically the same as in the Intro. The placement of these canonic materials is carefully 

matched with the rhythmic groupings (Figure 4-39). 

 
• In Figure 4-38 and 4-39, the same color indicates the same melodic pattern in different 

transpositions. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-38: Motives of Canon (Marimba 1, mm. 13-16) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4-39: Recycling adaptation (mm. 165-174) 
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Another example of reutilizing material is the Ending. The Ending occurs after 

the metric modulation and is performed by all players in unison rhythm to create the 

sense of a grand finale. The structure of the Ending in measures 258-265 reutilizes the 

original cyclical rhythmic structure 8/8, 7/8, 6/8, 5/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8 (Figure 4-40). I 

reprised this structure because pivotal to the entire work and its appears at the finale lends 

great cohesion.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-40: Recycling cyclical rhythmic structure at Ending 
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Chapter 5 : Rehearsal, Performance, and Recording/Video 

Shooting Session 
 
 When I was planning to do my doctoral composition recital, my adviser Dr. Lubet 

recommended me to contact with Adam Rappel, who had just started working as a 

student assistant in the School of Music at the University of Minnesota, and currently 

serves as Graduate Program Coordinator. Dr. Rappel is a DMA percussion performance 

graduate of the University of Minnesota who leads the percussion group Struck 

Percussion, comprised of Adam Rappel, David Birrow, and Bojan Hoover. Since most of 

my compositions for the recital are scored for percussion, it was a good fit. The group 

was supplemented with percussion graduate students, Jack Donovan, Jarod Bendele, and 

Matthew Silverberg, to perform and record. 

 
5.1 Rehearsals 

The first rehearsal of Saṃsāra was not by a marimba quartet, but by the St. Paul-

based new music ensemble, Zeitgeist: Heather Barringer (percussion), Patti Cudd 

(percussion), Nicola Melville (piano), and Pat O'Keefe (bass clarinet). My arrangement 

of Saṃsāra for chamber ensemble won the 23rd Annual Eric Stokes Song Contest, hosted 

by Zeitgeist. Artistic Co-Director Heather Barringer requested that I arrange the piece for 

marimba, vibraphone, piano, and bassoon at the end of January 2018. Because one of the 

original members, bass clarinetist Pat O’Keefe, was not available on the concert dates, he 

was replaced on bassoon by DeVon Russell Gray. Because their first rehearsal was 

scheduled on Tuesday, February 6th and the concert were February 23rd and 24th, I had 

to arrange the piece in one week.  
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I attended Zeitgeist’s second rehearsal on Tuesday, February 13, 2018 at Studio 

Z, St Paul. The rehearsal started in a relaxed mood, and I had been informed by Ms. 

Barringer that the notation and new arrangement were workable, but I was a little nervous 

and excited, just because it was my first time hearing the piece (as both an original and an 

arrangement). My biggest concern was the piano part, which involved a bass line formed 

by combining two parts of the original chamber arrangement. I produced the piano part 

thoughtfully, but was concerned that it might be too difficult, given the limited 

preparation time. However, the piano part in and of itself did not present any difficulties. 

The difficulty came instead from ensemble coordination, which I had anticipated to some 

degree. Since the rhythmic structure of this work is usually polyrhythm or bi-metric, even 

it is notated in 4/4, it seems hard for performers to keep track during their rests. Ms. 

Barringer requested that I should not make the bassoon part overly difficult because the 

performer was a substitute. Thus, his part has ample rest, but, ironically, rests seems to 

create another difficulty. The artists found it hard to focus on counting a complicated 

rhythmic structure over long durations without a conductor, it is hard to catch up once on 

is lost. As expected, coordination between bass piano and bassoon in the cyclical 

rhythmic structure, and marimba and bassoon in the canonic section were challenging. 

Interestingly, the layered entrances in Bridge II were unexpectedly difficult.  

The other point of interest in Zeitgeist’s rehearsal was that each performer used an 

iPad to project their music. I usually consider page turns when I extract individual parts, 

but by using an iPad, or other tablet device with a Bluetooth pedal switch to turn pages, 

they seemed comfortable dealing with a complex, long work. 
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 Rehearsals of the original marimba quartet version of Saṃsāra began in mid-

February 2018. There were three rehearsals, and I attended on Friday, April 13th. The 

performers, Adam Rappel, David Birrow, Bojan Hoover, and Matthew Silverberg, had 

two rehearsals by themselves before the rehearsal I attended. Even though I trust their 

ability, that I could only participate in the final rehearsal the day before the recording 

session and recital made me quite nervous because of the difficulty of the composition. 

The rehearsal of the marimba quartet started at 7:00pm on Friday, April 13th at 

Ferguson Hall room 95. Since the difficulty of the piece increases toward the end, I 

started rehearsing in backward order. The first sections we did were Modified Climax, 

metric modulation, and the Ending. It was not bad at all as far as ensemble coordination, 

because it was in rhythmic unison all the time. The only issue was accuracy, because of 

the 160/bpm tempo after the metric modulation. Bridge I.A’ and B’ were fine. Even 

though these sections contain complex rhythmic structure, continuous eighth/sixteenth-

note hold the ensemble together.  

The performers had an interesting reaction to TR2. It seems hard to have a 

definitive entrance for the “response” part at first. Because it is notated in 4/4, the 

performers counted in common meter. But soon, after I explained the construction of the 

rhythm, all the issues were solved. It seems that Bridge II is the section that always has 

an entrance issue. Since Bridge II includes the first major rests for Marimbas 1, 2, and 4, 

it is easy to lose counting and easy to miss the entrance at the beginning of each rhythmic 

cycle. TR 1 (canon) to TR2 was another challenging spot, which is hard to coordinate. 

The canonic part seems random at a first glance, but once I explained that it actually 
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outlines the structural grouping of the beat, it seems slightly more comfortable to play 

together.  

The Marimba 2 solo in measures 87-97 and 153-164 is tough for the soloist. It is 

notated in 4/4, but contains many notes and much syncopation. It is probably far easier to 

practice one’s individual part, but playing together as an ensemble is a totally different 

story. The ensemble had less issue when some parts keep a consistent beat over the 

cyclical structure or odd grouping over 4/4, as in, for example, Bridge I. But it seems 

more difficult when each part has independent rhythmic material. This appears to owe to 

performers always having to maintain concentration counting the grouping/beat. It seems 

that they require a rest after a decent length of rehearsal.  

 
5.2 Recording Session, Performance and Video Shooting 

 As mentioned above, the first performance of Saṃsāra was by Zeitgeist on 

February 23 and 24 at their “Playing it Close to Home concert” at Studio Z, Saint Paul, 

MN. The first performance of the original marimba quartet version was supposed to be 

my graduate composition recital on Sunday, April 15th, 2018 at the Lloyd Ultan Recital 

Hall in Ferguson Hall, University of Minnesota. This recital was planned to be a video 

shoot performance. Since we utilized multiple cameras, I contacted Phillip O'Toole, then-

Technical Coordinator/Audio Engineer for the School of Music. We spent about an hour 

determining good lighting presets, using a performance diagram I made for the recital on 

Monday April 2nd. Mr. O'Toole volunteered to do a final check for lighting on the recital 

day. At the same time, I had met with Michael Duffy, Music Technology, Media Lab and 

Studios Specialist, to discuss about the video shooting on the recital. My plan was that we 
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would have a recording session the day before the recital, so I would have more chance to 

get a good live performance on the video.  

There were several unfortunate things that happened right before the recital, 

including a historic snowstorm on April 13 and 14th. We had to canceled our recording 

session on 13th, due to the weather. Then one of the performers, Adam Rappel broke his 

ankle because of the snow, requiring us to cancel my recital. Due to the involvement of 

many performers, I could not reschedule another recital, which is really unfortunate since 

I had planned this project for over a year. 

 Instead of a recital, I rescheduled the recording/video session. The recording took 

place, Wednesday, May 9th at Ferguson Hall #95. (Punch in session on Sunday, June 24th) 

Michael Duffy, Music Technology, Media Lab and Studios Specialist, was the recording 

engineer for both the session. Due to ensemble difficulty, time constraints and the need to 

editing, I decided to record the piece with a click track. The hardest part of the recording 

was accuracy, because of many notes and ensemble coordination. It took a couples of 

takes of every section to have everything note perfect throughout.  

 
5.3 Editing, Mixing, and Mastering the Recording/Video 

We set several sets of microphones for the recording but ended up using the pair 

of overhead microphones, which generate both sound quality and natural reverb best. The 

total hours of recording clips were more than three hours. I put all recording clips in 

Logic Pro X and classified by section and quality first. The memo from the recording 

session helped quite a lot to organize the clips. It was a time-consuming process to have 

the best selection, but it was worth it at the end as a final product. Since we recorded the 
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piece on the same day, in the same room, and using the same microphones, I did not have 

to worry about mixing and mastering especially as regarded sound effects, such as reverb. 

Due to time constraints, we videotaped close to each marimba while recording. 

Then we videotaped wide shots after we finished recording. Thus, there is a total of three 

sets of videos, which contain different angles; right up close, left up close and wide. 

Editing the multi-angled videos was much more time consuming than editing the audio 

recording. I had experienced editing videos, but it was my first time editing multi-angled 

videos in professional quality using Final Cut Pro. The most attractive and time-

consuming part of video editing was selecting the video angles, matching to the musical 

materials, as not to destruct the visual flow. I created at least a few choices for each 

section to find the best selection. I had to make many minor modifications to make the 

best product, but I believe it was worth the effort.  
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Chapter 6 : Final Thoughts  

After I finished composing this piece in Summer 2017, I started to coordinate the 

recording session, and recital as well as arranging, submitting the works to many calls for 

scores/presentations, and publishing the analysis papers. Every step was a new 

experience, including writing the performance/recording contract to my performers. 

In finishing this project, I feel that I attained a decent number of my goals. Along 

with the recording sessions and video shooting sessions, a bi-product has been that this 

piece has earned a couple of honors: The analytical paper, “Metric Structure of the 

compositions by Miles Okazaki ~ an analysis of the pieces from album Mirror ~” was 

selected for a paper presentation at the Research on Contemporary Composition 

Conference (ROCC) 2017 at the University of North Georgia, and the paper was 

published through ROCC. The other analytical work “cheating, lying, stealing by David 

Lang, Musical Effect of Permutation Construction and Increasing & Decreasing Units on 

the Composition’s Rhythmic Structure” was selected for presentation at the National 

Association of Composers/USA (NACUSA) National Conference 2018 at the William 

Jewel College, Kansas City, Missouri. The arrangement of Saṃsāra for Chamber 

Ensemble won the 23rd Eric Stokes Song Contest, hosted by Zeitgeist, who performed 

the marimba, vibraphone, piano, and bassoon version in their “Playing it Close to Home 

Concert” on February 23 and 24 at Studio Z, St Paul, MN. I am working to publish the 

analysis of Lang in the Perspectives of New Music. The recording and the video of this 
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composition as well as others were made public on YouTube64, SoundCloud65 and my 

website66 in October 3, 2018. I am glad that I had the opportunities to explore this 

dissertation as a project that went beyond simply writing a larger and more complex piece 

than I had ever composed previously. I would like to continue the routine that I have 

established through this project as a composer, scholar, producer, and performer. 

  

                                                
64 YouTube My Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEwOomimZUNzVOXrtq7fLOw 
Marimba Quartet # 1 ~ Samsara ~: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUdoAyGG1ZM 
65 SoundCloud: https://soundcloud.com/user-769168411 
66 Tetsuya Takeno web site: https://www.tetsuyatakeno.com/music 
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Youngstown State University, Youngstown, OH 
- Assistant Director of YSU Percussion Ensemble, 2008-2010 
Course taught 
- Percussion Ensemble (MUEN 0009) 

- Support percussion program under the direction of Dr. Glenn Shaft 
- Maintain all percussion equipment and logistics 
- Percussion Ensemble have performed at OMEA (Ohio Music 

Educators’ Association) Professional Conference, Cincinnati, Ohio 
as a YSU Percussion Collective  

- Assist auditions for university and ensembles, Wind Ensemble 
(MUEN0007), Concert Band (MUEN 0005), University Band 
(MUEN 0040), Symphony Orchestra (MUEN 0008), Percussion 
Ensemble (MUEN 0009) 

- Attend percussion Jury 
 

Youngstown State University, Youngstown, OH 
- Assistant Teacher of Japanese, 2009-2010 
Course taught 
- Japanese I and Japanese II 

- Teach and coordination of Japanese class under direction of 
Sharley Chang  

 
Farpoint Music, East Liverpool, OH, 2007-2008 

- Drum Instructor 
- Teach private lessons and other responsibilities 

 
Liberty High School, Liberty, OH, 2007  

- Drumline Instructor 
- Teach, coordinate drumline and hold auditions 

 
Boardman High School, Boardman, OH, 2006 

- Drumline Instructor 
- Teach, coordinate drumline and hold auditions 

 
New York Music, Boardman, OH, 2005-2007 

- Drum Instructor 
- Teach private lessons and other responsibilities 

 
 
 
Administrative Experience        
 

Youngstown State University, Youngstown, OH, 2008-2010 
- Logistic Manager of Percussion  

- Maintain and coordinate all percussion equipment logistics  
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Performance Experience        
 
Audio & Video Samples: https://www.tetsuyatakeno.com/performance 
 
International Performance Experience 

 
Modern Music Society (big band jazz) Mitaka, Tokyo Japan, Spring 2003  

- USA West Coast Tour 
- Performed concert at University of California San Diego, University of 

California Berkeley, Ala Moana Center, Hawaii 
- Recording album Locus, Capital Record (MMS), Los Angeles, CA  

 
Wind Ensemble | Orchestral Performance Experience  

 
Burnsville Civic Light Opera, 2010 

- Performed “Mame," "A Christmas Carol" 
- Burnsville Performing Arts Center, Burnsville, MN 

 
Greenville Symphony Orchestra, Greenville, PA, 2009-2010 

- Michael Gelfand, conductor  
- Performance for “Dance! Danse!! Danze!!” concert series, May 2010 
- Performance for “An American Salute featuring Greenville Area 

Community Theatre,” November 2010 
- Thiel College Passavant Center, Greenville, PA 

 
Youngstown State University Symphonic Orchestra, 2005-2010 

- Stephen Gage, John Wilcox, Hae-Jong Lee, conductor 
    

Youngstown State University Chamber Orchestra, 2004-2010 
- John Wilcox, conductor 

 
Youngstown State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble, 2004-2010 

- Stephen Gage, John E. Veneky, conductor 
- Notable performance venues include;  

- Carnegie Hall (New York City, NY) 
- Cleveland Convention Center (Cleveland, OH) 
- Cincinnati Convention Center (Cincinnati, OH) 
- Stambaugh Auditorium (Youngstown, OH) 
- Powers Auditorium (Youngstown, OH) 

- Works recorded;  
- “Children’s March” 
- “Tipping Points for Piano, String Bass, and Wind Ensemble” 
- “Overture on Russian and Kirghiz Songs Redline Tango” 

- Album Tipping Point (2006) 
- Recorded at Bliss Hall Recording Studio 
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Pit Orchestra/ Theatre Performance Experience 

 
New Native Theatre, 2012 

- Performances "2012: The Musical" 
- Beast Puppet and Mask Theatre, Minneapolis, MN 

 
Elemental Ensemble, 2011 

- Performances World Premier "Journey" centerpiece for a three-day 
international conference of the Religious Studies Program and the 
National Endowment for the Humanities 

- Directed by Mohammad B. Ghaffari and Music Director Yukio Tsuji 
- Kilburn Arena Stage, Rarig Center, West Bank Campus, University of 

Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 
- Cargill Stage, Children’s Museum, Minneapolis, MN 

 
“Evita,” 2009 

- Salem Community Theatre, Salem, Ohio, 
 

Concerto Soloist Experience: 
 

•  “Marimba Spiritual” by Minoru Miki with Youngstown State University 
Percussion Ensemble, Bulter North, 2010 

 
•  “Concerto for Marimba and Percussion Ensemble” by Ney Rosauro with 

Youngstown State University Percussion Ensemble, Butler Institute of American 
Museum, 2009 

 
•  “Toccata for Vibraphone and Marimba” by Anders Koppel with Youngstown 

State University Dana Symphonic Orchestra, DeYor Performing Arts Center, 
2007 
 

Drumset Performance Experience 
 

Popular Girl, 2014-current 
- Top 40 variety show band 
- Perform at casinos, clubs, weddings, parties and corporate events 
- Notable performance venues include; Northern Light Casino (Walker, 

MN), Shooting Star Casino (Mahnomen, MN) 
  

Rinne Tribe, 2014-2015   
- Electric tribal group with fire dancer 

- Band leader, musical director 
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Cantus Vocal Ensemble, 2013    
- Performed “A Cover Concert 2013” series 
- Performance at the Cowles Center, Minneapolis, MN 

 
Melody Best Band, 2013-current  

- Top 40 variety show band 
- Perform at casinos, clubs, weddings, parties and corporate events 
- Notable performance venues include;  

- Northern Light Casino (Walker, MN)  
- Shooting Star Casino (Mahnomen, MN) 

 
Fandazzi Fire Circus, 2012-2013 

- Fire dance with a band 
- Performed at Minnesota Renaissance Festival 
- Works recorded;  

- “Fandazzi Fire Circus” 
- “Asturias” 
- “Shadow Dancers” 
- “Sunrise Solstice” 
- “Neo Agrafa” 
- “Circled by Fey” 
- “Two Guitars” 
- “Epic Elements” 
- “Gypsy Waltz” 
- “Forget Me Romi” 
- “Temple of the White Flower” 
- “Fire Dance ‘13” 

- album Pyrokinesis (2013)  
 

Bob Yang, Minnasia, 2013 
- Works recorded;  

- “Overture” 
- “Sister” 
- “Sun” 
- “River” 
- “Promised Land” 
- “Finale” 

- album The Promised Land Synopsis (2013)  
- available at 

https://minnasia.bandcamp.com/album/promised-land 
- Recorded at Brewhut Recording  

 
Electric Avenue, 2010-2012   

- Top 40 variety show band 
- Perform at casinos, clubs, weddings, parties and corporate events 
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- Notable performance venues include; Hole in Casino (Danbury, MN), 
Jackpot Junction (Morton, MN), Mystic Lake Casino (Prior Lake, MN), 
Grand Casino Hinkley (Hinkley, MN), Northern Light Casino (Walker 
M), Riverside Casino (Riverside, IA), Ted's Timberlodge (Holcombe, 
WI), Chase on the Lake Hotel (Walker, MN), Minneapolis Convention 
Center (Minneapolis, MN) 
 

Youngstown State University Jazz Band I & 2, 2004-2010 
- Kent J. Engelhardt, David Morgan, Director 
- Performed with trumpeter Allen Vizzutti, Stambaugh Auditorium, 

Youngstown OH, 2010 
- Performances with Grammy Winner tenor saxophonist Ralph Lalama, 

Leonardi Legacy Concert, Youngstown Club, Youngstown OH, 2009 
- Performances with saxophonist Paquito D'Rivera, Lakeland Community 

College Jazz Festival, Dr. Wayne L. Rodehorst Performing Arts Center, 
Kirtland, OH, 2005 

- Notable venue includes; Stambaugh Auditorium (Youngstown OH), Bop 
Stop (Cleveland, OH) 
 

Holland America Linn, 2008   
- Performed on the Caribbean & Alaskan Cruise 

 
Crissie McCree Band, 2007-2008 

- Original pop/ rock band    
 

Modern Music Society, Mitaka, Tokyo, Japan, 2000-2003 
- College Jazz Big Band, International Christian University 
- Works recorded with guest trumpeter Wayne Bergeron; 

- “Moment’s Notice” 
- “Alexander’s Big Time Band” 
- “Secret Love” 
- “When I Fall in Love” 
- “Quiet Riot” 

- Album Locus (2003)  
- Recorded at Capital Records, Los Angeles, CA 

- “Black Nile” 
- “This Could Be the Start of Something Big” 
- “Randi” 
- “Nothing Personal” 

- Album; 32st Yamano BIG Band Jazz Contest (2002)  
 31st Yamano BIG Band Jazz Contest (2001)  

- Recorded at the Nippon Seinenkan, Tokyo, Japan 
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Special Performance Experience 
 

Youngstown State University Percussion Ensemble  
- Tour, Concert at Centerville High School, Centerville, Ohio, 1/28/10. 

Concert at “Ohio Music Educators Association (OMEA) Professional 
Conference,” Cincinnati Convention Center, 1/29/10 

- Percussive Art Society Ohio Chapter, Ohio Day of Percussion, 
Youngstown, Ohio, 5/6/2006 

- Invited to perform in the “OMEA Professional Conference,” Cleveland, 
Ohio, 2006 

 
Youngstown Percussion Collective (YPC) 

- Artist in Residence, Presented Clinics, Rehearsals, and Concert at 
Groveport-Madison High School, near Columbus, Ohio, 4/29-30/10 

- YPC, Employment Development Incorporated, East Liverpool, Ohio, 
3/11/09 

 
YSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble 

- Invited to perform in the “OMEA Professional Conference,” Cleveland, 
Ohio, 2006 

- Invited to perform showcase concert in the “2005 New York Wind Band 
Festival,” Carnegie Hall, New York City, NY, 2005 

- Invited to perform in the “OMEA Direct V Convocation” at Lake View 
HS, Lake View, OH, 2005 
 
 

Selected Discography          
         

• Tetsuya Takeno, album Saṃsāra (2018) 
• New Native Theater, album 2012: The Musical! Original Cast Recording (2013)  
• Fandazzi Fire Circus, album Pyrokinesis (2013)  
• Bob Yang; Hmong Musical, album The Promised Land Synopsis (2013)  
• Youngstown Percussion Collective, album Dark Wood (2008)  
• YSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble, album Tipping Point (2006)  
• Modern Music Society, album Locus (2003)  
• Modern Music Society, 32st Yamano BIG Band Jazz Contest (2002)  
• Modern Music Society, 31st Yamano BIG Band Jazz Contest (2001)  
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Recording, Executive Producer Experience      
    

• Executive Producer and Performer, Saṃsāra, Struck Percussion, Ferguson Hall 
#95 and Lloyd Ultan Recital Hall, April-June 2018, Released 2018. Available 
https://www.tetsuyatakeno.com/music. Composing, mixing and mastering. 

• Executive Producer and Performer, Pyrokinesis, Fandazzi Fire Circus, Arranging, 
February-April 2013, Released 2013. Recording, mixing and mastering 

 
 
Scholarship Activities          
        
Current Activities: 

• “cheating, lying, stealing by David Lang, Musical effect of permutation 
construction and increasing & decreasing units on the composition’s rhythmic 
structure” is submitting to the Perspective of New Music, publication anticipated 
in 2019 

 
Paper Presentation: 

• “Metric Structure of the compositions by Miles Okazaki,” Research on 
Contemporary Composition Conference (ROCC), University of North Georgia, 
Dahlonega, Georgia, 2017 

• “cheating, lying, stealing by David Lang, Musical effect of permutation 
construction and increasing & decreasing units on the composition’s rhythmic 
structure,” the National Association of Composers/ USA (NACUSA) National 
Conference, William Jewel College, Liberty, Kansas, 2018  

 
Publications: 

• “Metric Structure of the compositions by Miles Okazaki,” Research on 
Contemporary Composition Conference (ROCC), 2018  

 
 
Composition and Arrangement Activities       
    
Audio/ Video Samples:  

http://tetsuyatakeno.com/music 
https://www.tetsuyatakeno.com/scores 
https://soundcloud.com/user-769168411/sets/tetsuya-takeno-compoisiton 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEwOomimZUNzVOXrtq7fLOw 

 
Works available at: https://www.tetsuyatakeno.com/scores 
 

• Released album Saṃsāra, 2018 
• Winner, “Samsara for Chamber Ensemble” the 23rd Eric Stokes Song Contest, 

2018 
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• Fandazzi Fire Circus Pyrokinesis, arranged entire album, 2013 
• Two arrangements commissioned by Greenville Symphony Orchestra, "Burnin' 

Up the Floor" and "Fire Burning," 2010 
 
Large Ensemble | Orchestra 

• Wind Ensemble #1 (2015) 7'  
piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 3 Bb clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 2 alto saxes, tenor sax, baritone 
sax, 3 F horns, 4 Bb trumpets, 2 tenor trombones, bass trombone, tuba, 5 percussions, timpani 

 
- Following two orchestra arrangements were commissioned by Greenville 

Symphony Orchestra, Greenville, PA. Both pieces were performed by Greenville 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Michael Gelfand “Dance! Danse!! Danze!!” 
concert series, Thiel College Passavant Center, (Greenville, PA), May 2010 

 
• Fire Burning (2010) 4' 

- orchestra/ band arrangement of "Fire Burning" by Sean Kingston  
- flute, Bb clarinet, alto sax, tenor sax, baritone sax, Bb trumpet I & II, F horn I & II, 

trombone, tuba, synthesizer, electric bass, glockenspiel, vibraphone, percussion I & II, 
drumset, timpani, violin I & II, viola, cello, double bass 

• Burnin' Up the Floor (2010) 3’40” 
- Transcribed and arranged for orchestra 
- Bb trumpet, trombone, synthesizer, vibraphone, 6 percussions, drumset, timpani, violin, 

cello, double bass 
 

Chamber Ensemble 
• Paranoia (2018) 5' 

- For saxophone quartet (sop, alto, tenor, bari), percussion (vib, conga) 
• Samsara for Zeitgeist (2018) 9' 

- For 4 players: piano, 4.3 octave marimba, vibraphone, bassoon (or bass clarinet) 
- Performed by Zeitgeist, Studio Z (St Paul, MN), February 23 & 24, 2018 

• Marimba Quartet #1 ~ Saṃsāra ~ (2017) 9' 
- For 4 players: two 5.0 octave marimbas 
-  Works contained in the album Saṃsāra. 

• Samsara for chamber ensemble (2017) 9' 
- For 9 players: flute, clarinet in Bb, bassoon, 4.3 octave marimba piano, violin, viola, 

cello, double bass 
- Won the 23rd Eric Stokes Song Contest, 2018 

• Bubblez for Percussion Ensemble with Electrics (2016) 6' 
- For 6 or 8 players: 2 vibraphones, 1 xylophone, two 4.3 marimbas, one 5.0 octave 

marimbas (optional: bass drum, suspended cymbal, and gong) and amplification 
- Works contained in the album Saṃsāra. 

• Variations of Autumn Leaves for Saxophone Quintet (2016) 4' 
- For 5 players: soprano sax, two alto saxes, tenor sax, baritone sax 
- Performed by UMN Saxophone quintet in recital spring 2016 

• Marimba Trio #1 ~Abyssal Creatures~ (2015) 8' 
- For 3 players: one 5.0 octave marimbas and one 4.3 octave marimba (optional another 4.3 

octave marimba, two bongos) 
- Works contained in the album Saṃsāra. 
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• Nataraja ~The Lord of Dance~ for Percussion Quartet (2015) 5' 
- For 4 players: two 5.0 octave marimbas, two bongos, one rock bass drum. 
- Works contained in the album Saṃsāra. 

• Nataraja ~The Lord of Dance~ for Guitar Quartet (2015) 5'30" 
- For four players: four classical guitars  
- Works contained in the album Saṃsāra. 

• Variations of Autumn Leaves for Wood Winds Quintet (2015) 4' 
- For 5 players: flute, oboe, Bb clarinet, F horn, bassoon 

• Brass Quintet #1 (2015) 4' 
- For 5 players: 2 Bb trumpets, F horn, trombone, tuba 

• String Quartet #1 (2015) 5' 
- For 4 players: two violins, viola, cello 

• Marimba Spiritual (The Blast Arrangement of "Marimba Spiritual" by Minoru 
Miki) 18' 

- For 6 players: solo 5.0 octave marimba, cowbell hi & low, timbales, bongo, chinese drum 
hi & low, low toms, ringing metals, tamtam, snare drum, 4.3 octave Marimba, ocean 
drum (rain stick), bass drum, china cymbal, vibraphone, bass drum, tambourine, crash 
cymbal, sus cymbal 

- Performed in YSU Percussion Ensemble concert, Butler North, YSU in Aril 2010 and 
Graduate recital of Tetsuya Takeno in April 2010 

• Rhythm Dance (Accompaniment sequence track for "Rhythm Dance" by 
Benjamin Wittber) (2008) 5’ 

- Performed in several recitals from 2008 to 2010 
• 3 Japanese Pop/ Folk Songs (arrangement 2006/ revised 2012) 14' 

- Arrangements of "Wadatsumi no ki," "Nada sōso," and "Shima Uta" 
- For 3 players: one 5.0 octave marimba, one 4.3 octave marimba, one vibraphone 
- Performed by Southern Illinois University Carbondale Percussion Ensemble in spring 

2014 
- Will perform Gustavus Adolphus College Percussion Ensemble in Spring 2019 

• Nada Sōsō 
• Shima Uta 
• Wadatsumi no ki 

• Freedom (transcribed and arranged 2005) 4'30" 
- percussion ensemble arrangement of "Freedom" in the album the 12 Girls Band 

~Beautiful Energy~ (2003) by the 12 Girls (Chinese instrumental pop music group) 
- For fourteen players: timpani, glockenspiel, xylophone, two vibraphones, two 4.3 octave 

marimbas, one 5.0 octave marimba, chime, aux percussion, drumset 
- Freedom Performed by YSU Percussion Ensemble, Butler Institute of American Arts 

(BIAA), in Spring 2005  
• Miracle (transcribed and arrangement 2005) 3' 

- percussion ensemble arrangement of "Miracle" in the album the 12 Girls Band ~Beautiful 
Energy~ (2003) by the 12 Girls (Chinese instrumental pop music group) 

- For eleven players: Timpani, glockenspiel, xylophone, two vibraphones, three 4.3 octave 
marimbas, one 5.0 octave marimba, bass drum, drumset 

- Performed by YSU Percussion Ensemble, BIAA, in Fall 2005  
 

Duo 
• Arabian Dances (2006) 4' 

- one 5.0 octave marimba, conga, and cowbell 
- Performed by Spiritus Percussion Ensemble, 2006 
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Solo 
• Mad “T” Time, snare drum solo with sequence track (2010) 5'15" 

- piccolo snare drum, rods and amplification 
- Performed in Tetsuya Takeno Graduate Recital in April 2010 

• Fake U (2010) 5’ 
drum solo with triggered electrics 

- Performed in Tetsuya Takeno Graduate Recital in April 2010 
• Falling Leaves (2007) 4’30’ 

- 5.0 octave marimba 
- Performed in Tetsuya Takeno Senior recital 2007 and other concerts 

 
Jazz 
 
Big Band 

• 5th Street Blues (2010) 7' 
- large jazz combo 
- alto sax, tenor sax, baritone sax, 3 tenor trombones, bass trombone, bass, guitar, piano 

and drums 
- Performed by YSU Jazz Ensemble, Chestnut Room, Kilcawley Center, YSU, Spring 

2010 
• Just Friends (arrangement) (2009) 

- Jazz big band arrangement 
- 4 Bb trumpets, 3 tenor trombones, bass trombone, 2 alto saxes, 2 tenor saxes, baritone 

sax, vibraphone, piano, bass, drum 
• Ramda (2006) 7' 

- latin large combo 
- flute, alto sax, tenor sax, baritone sax, Bb trumpet, F horn, tenor trombone, bass 

trombone, guitar, vibraphone, piano, drumset, percussion, conga 
- Performed by YSU Brazilian Ensemble, Bop Stop (Cleveland, OH), Spring 2006 

Combo  
• 5th Street Blues (2010) 
• Exhausted (2009) 
• Out of Breath (2007) 
• HELEN (2006) 
• Nirvana (2006) 

- All compositions had performed by YSU jazz combo from 2006 to 2010 
 

Combo (arrangement) 
• 500 Miles High 
• A Beautiful Friendship 
• Blues by Five 
• Smell Like Teen Sprit 
• Some Skunk Funk 
• Stella By Starlight 
• There is No Greater Than Love 
• Yardbird Suite 
• You Be So Nice to Come Home To 

- Most of arrangements are performed by YSU jazz combo from 2006 to 2010 
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Professional Membership/ Affiliations       
     

• Percussive Arts Society 
• College Music Society  
• American Composers Forum 

 
 
 
Grants, Awards, and Honors         
      

• Winner, 23rd Eric Stokes Song “Samsara for chamber ensemble,” 2018 
• Graduate Student Research and Travel Fund, University of Minnesota Twin 

Cities, School of Music, Spring & Fall 2018 
• Teaching Assistantship, University of Minnesota Twin Cities, 2015-2018 
• Berneking Fellowship, University of Minnesota Twin Cities, 2014-2015 
• Graduate Assistantship, Youngstown State University, 2008-2010 
• Summa Cum Laude, Youngstown State University Baccalaureate Degree Honor, 

2007 
• Tony Leonardi Jazz Scholarship, Youngstown State University, 2003-2007 
• International Student Scholarship, Youngstown State University, 2006 
• Minority Scholarship, Youngstown State University, 2006 
• Winner, Dana Young Artist Competition, “Toccata for Vibraphone and Marimba” 

by Anders Koppel,” 2006 
• Prize, Yamano Big Band Jazz Contest, Japan, 2002 
• Prize, Yamano Big Band Jazz Contest, Japan, 2001 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Audio Recordings and Videos 

Recordings and videos for this project can be found at: 
 
My website: 
• https://www.tetsuyatakeno.com/music 

 

SoundCloud: 

• https://soundcloud.com/user-769168411  

 
YouTube My Channel:  
• https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEwOomimZUNzVOXrtq7fLOw 

- Marimba Quartet # 1 ~ Samsara ~: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUdoAyGG1ZM 
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Appendix B: Album Cover 

Album Mirror (2006) by Miles Okazaki 

 

 
 
 
All the score is available on Miles Okazaki’s web site: 
http://www.milesokazaki.com/scores/mirror-2006-score/ 
Under the “Score,” Mirror (2006, score) 
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Appendix C: Musical Score  

Appendix C.1: The analysis on the score cheating, lying, stealing (1993/revised 1995) 
by David Lang 
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Appendix C.2: Marimba Quartet # 1 ~ Saṃsāra ~ (Score) 
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Appendix D: Doctoral Recital Program 
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